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ABSTRACT
The interaction behavior patterns of a physical educaEion teacher with
high-skilled, average-ski11ed, and low-skilled students and a comparison
of the Academic Learning Time in Physical Education of the high-skil1ed,
average-skil1ed, and 1ow-ski1led students on a day-to-day basis for an
entire unit were investigated. The subject was a male physical education
teacher from the Albany, New York area. The teacher was asked to classify
his students as high-skilled, average-skilled, and low-skilled students.
Six students, two high-skil'led, two average-skilled, 'and two low-skilled
were randomly selected to be observed'for this studyl The teactier wore a
wireless microphone and was videotaped for an entire uni!, 12 classes.
The interaction patEerns between the teacher and a specific group of
students were coded using the Dyadic AdapEation of Cheffers t Adaptation of
Flandersr Interaction Analysis System (DAC). The data obtained from these
codings were Eransferred onto computer cards for computer analysis.
Descriptive statistics were used to determine if differences existed in
the teaching behavior patterns of the teacher with his high-skilled,
average-skilled, and low-skiIled students. The computer scoring of DAC
yielded percentages for ealh of t.he 17 variables. Visual analysis of the
DAC rdsults indicated" that the teacher gave more information and.praise to
and accepted the ideas and actions of the high-skilled students more than
the average-ski11ed and low-skilled students. He also tended to criticize
and give directions to the average-skil1ed and low-skilled students -more
than the high-skilled st.udents. The high-ski1led students were
characterized by interpretive behavior, whereas the average-skilled and
1ow-ski1led students vrere characterized by predictable and self-initiated
responses. This 1ed to a reiection of the nu1l hypothesis that no
differences would exist in the interaction patterns of the teacher with
high-skil1ed, average-skilled, and 1ow-skil1ed students.
This study also compared the Academic Learning Time in Physical
Education (ALT-PE) of high-ski1led, average-skilled, and 1ow-ski11ed
students. The videotapes were coded using the Academic Learning Time in
Physical Education (Siedentop, Tousignant, & Parker, 1982) instrument.
The data collected were computed manually and were compiled into percentagds
and ratios for the ALT-PE parameters. Visual analysis of the ALT-PE data
resulted in the high-skilled students spending more time in activiEy, game
play, and ski11 practice uhan the average-ski11ed and low-skil1ed students.
The average-skilled and low-skilled students were characterized by spending
more time inactive'and off-task than the high-ski1led students. This 1ed
to the rejection of the nul1 hypothesi's. that no significant difference
would be found in Ehe ALT-PE of high-skilled, average-skilled, and, 1ow-
skilled students.
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^Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
A topic of major concern among researchers has been to identify the
positive and negative outcomes of teachersr expectations on the development
of their students (Crowe, 1979). !'lithin the classroom there emerge
definite patterns of behavior, performance expectations, and systems
separating those doing well from those doing poorly (Rist, 1970).
According to Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968), teachers vary their
treatment todard students according Eo their exPectations of those
students. In their investigation, they tested the theory that teacherst
expectations for student achievement function as a self-fulfilling
prophecy. ldartinek and Johnson (L979) defined self-fu1filling prophecy
as an expectation which initiates a series of events that causes the
original prediction to come true. Simply stated, students will behave
as they feel they are expected to behave; they will live uP or down to
their teachersr expectations of them (Rosenthal, 1973). Thus, student
behavior may be manifested in a positive or negative direction. Brophy
and Good (1g74) reviewed mot'e chan 60 studies investigating the qlestion
of teacher expectations. They concluded that the work done by a, large
number of investigators usi-ng a variety of methods supPorted the self-.
fulfilling prophecy.
Numerous interaction analysis systems have been used to investigate
teacher-student interactions in the physical education setting. A11ard
(L979) stressed Ehat in the majority of these sEudies information was
collected on the entire class and observations failed to focus on Ehe
2interactions going on between the teacher and the individual student. DaEa
collected through these systems have been too general to relay precise
information abouE individual students in physical education (Allard, 1979).
Brophy and Good (1970) noted that the ueaching behaviors of praise,
criEicism, use of studentsf ideas, and acceptance of studenLs' feelings
are more commonly used when dealing with an individual student than with
an entire class.
Martinek and Mancini (1979) developed the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS
(DAC), which provides a method of recording behaviors that occur between a
teacher and an individual student or between a teacher and a smal1 group
of students. DAC has been used by researchers in various sEudies (Devlin,
L979; Martinek & Johnson, 1979; Reisenweaver, 1980; StreeEer, 1980) to
study the effects of teacher expectations in physical education settings.
Reisenweaver (1980) and Streeter (1980) used DAC to compare the teaching
behaviors of physical education teachers with high-ski1led and low-skilled
students. They found that high-skilled students received more prais6, were
asked more questions, were given more information, recei-ved more accepEance
of ideas and actions, and exhibited more.interpretive responses and
student-initiated behavior than 1ow-ski1led students. Low-skil1ed students
received more crit.icism and directions from their teachers and gave more
predictable responses.
The concept Lhat what teachers do relates to what students achieve
has attracted widespread aEtention Ermong physical education researchers
and teacher educators (Locke, L977). The search for a reliable measure of
student performance in physical education has proven to be more difficult
than in other classroom content areas such as maEhematics and reading
(Shute, Dodds, Placek, Silverman, & Rife, L982). Shute et aI. (1982)
3stated that students in these and other academic areas provide permanent
products (written responses)or (verbal responses)that can be classifiёd
to measure student performanceo  But in physical education, students are
involved in movement patterns that are impermanent and very hard to
evaluate。
Academic Learning Time in Physical Education (ALT―PE)was deVe10ped
as an orderly procёdure for studying teacher effectiveness and the amount
of time a student is engaged in activ■ty in the gymnas■um and on the
playing ifiel,L(Siedentop, Birdwell, & Metzler, 1979).  ALT―PE has b en the
basis for numerous studies (Birdwell, 1980; Metzler, 1979; Shute et al。,
1982; Siedentop et al。, 1979: Whaley, 1980).  In these studies it was
concluded that the ALT―PE instrument could be used to collect reliable
data and give valid information about student achievement at the elementary
and secondary levels.
Prev■ous ■nvestigations us■ng DAC have used a large number of
teachers and/or coaches to study teacher―tudent or coach―athlete ■nter―
actions.  Instead of us■ng a large group of teachers as prev■ous studie
have done, the purpose of this study w■1l be to ■nve tigate one phySical
educator on a day―to―dtty bas■s wth a s■ngle class to prov■de an ■n―depぜh
study of a teacher's interaction patterns w■th individii l´elementary
studentso  ALT―PE will be,applied to describe the action of students:
during this particular unit of instruction.
Scope of Problem
This investigation was conducted to compare the teaching interaction
patterns of a physical education teacher with high―sk lled, av age―
skilled, and low―skilled students on a day―o―day b s■s fbr an entire
un■t of instruction.  The subject was a male phys■cal education teacher`at
4the elementary 1evel from Ehe Albany, New York area.
The teacher ranked his class according to skil1 1evel in the activiEy
of this particular unit. The top 337. of the class was identified as high-
skilled, the middle 337., of. the class was identified as average-skilled,
and the lower 337" of the class was identified as low-skiI1ed students;
Two students from each skil1 grouping were randomly selected for
observation.
During the 1981-1982 school year Ehe teacher was vi.deotaped for an
entire unit of 12 classes. The t.apes were coded after the completion of
the unit. using the Dyadic Adaptation of Cheffers I Adaptation of Flandersr
Interaction Analysis System (DAC) and the Academic Learning Time in
Physical Education (ALT-PE).
StaEement of Problem
The teaching behavior patterns of a male physical education teactier
were examined to determine if his interactions differed among the three
groups: high-ski1led students, average-skilled students, and low-skilled
students. The ALT-PE of high-ski1led students, average-skilled students,
and 1ow-skil1ed students were investigated.
Nu11 Hvpotheses
The following nul1 hypotheses were developed for this study:
1. There will be 
.no significant differences in the interaction
patterns of the elementary physical education teacher with high-skil1ed
studenEs, average skilled students, and tow-skilled students.
2. There will be no significant differences in the Academic Learning
Time in Physical Education (ALT-PE) of the high-skilled students, average-
skilled students, and 1ow-ski1led students.
5Assumptions of Studv
The following assumptions were made for the purpose of this study:
1. The coding of L2 physical education classes using DAC'would be
sufficient to establish teaching behavior patterns.
2. The coding of 12 physical education classes would be sufficient
to establish the ALT-PE of the students.
3. The teacherts rankings of his students provided valid data on the
relative skil1 abilities of his students.
Definition of Terms
The following terms were operationally defined for Ehe purpose of
this study:
1. Certified elementarv phvsical eduqaEion teacher is a teacher who
has successfully completed a professional preparation program, at an
accredited college, in the field of physical education.
2. Interaction analvsis is an observational technique which
systematically records student-teacher inEerpersonal behavior (Amidon &
Flanders, L971).
3. Flandersr Interaction A.nalvsis Svstem (FIAS) is an observation
system designed to objectively record the verbal interactions between
teachers and students (Amidon'& Flanders, 1971).
4. Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction Analvsis System
(CAFIAS) is a validated expansion of FIAS which analyzes and records
verbal and nonverbal responses in physical education setEings (Cheffers,
Amidon, & Rodgers, 1974).
5. The Dvadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) is a validated modification
of CAFIAS that provides a method for recording interactions between a
teachei and an individual student or a smal1 group of students (Martinek &
6Mancini, L979).
6. Academic Learning Time in Phvsical Education (ALT-PE) is an
instrument used to meiasure how a student spends time in class (Siedentop,
et a1., L979).
7. Unit is a prescribed subject or a part.icular activity taught in
a physical educatibn setting for a particular length of time.
8. Average-skilled student is any student whose ski11 ability, as
perceived by his/her teacher, is rahked in.the middle 332 of the c1ass.
g. High-skilled student is any student whose skill ability, as
perceived by his/her teacher, is ranked in the top 33% of the class.
10. Low-skilled student is any student whose ski1l ability, as
perceived by his/her teacher, is ranked in the lowest 337, of the class.
Delimitations of Studv
The following decisions served as delimitations of this investigation:
1. One elementary male physical education teacher from the Albany,
New York area was used in the study.
2. DAC and ALT-PE were the only instruments used to record the actual
interaction patterns.
3. The teacher's ranking of ski11 ability was the only procedure used
in the study to classify students as high-ski1Ied, av_er6ge-ski11ed, and
low-skilled ability.
4. The subject was videotaped for onelentire unit of L2 classes.
5. Six elementary students from the same class, two high-skilled, two
average-skil1ed, and two low-skil1ed, were randomly selected for this study.
Limitations of Studv
The limitations of this study were as follows:
1. The findings related to teacher interaction patterns of elementary
7physical education teachers with high-skilled, average-ski1led, and 1ow-
skilled studenEs may be valid for comparison only when using DAC to
identify behaviors.
2. The findings related to the context levels and the learner
involvement levels of high-skil1ed, average-skil1ed, and low-ski11ed
elementary students may be valid for comparison only when the ALT-PE
instrument is used to identify studentsr i-nvolvement.
3. Because only one male elementary physical educati-on teacher was
used in a single school, the findings may only be valid for the teacher at
that school.
ChapEer 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The revj.ew of liuerature pertaining to this study focused on the
following areas: systematic observation in physical education, dyadic
interaction analysis systems, Academic Learning Time in Physical Education,
smal1-N studies, and summary.
Systematic Observation in Phvsical Education
The observational instruments developed prior to 1970 did not do an
adequate job of recording systematically the interacEions in the physical
education seEting. Researchers realizing a need for new systems developed
several through various research investigations (Anderson, L975; Barrette,
1977; Costel1o, L977; Fishman, L975; Hurwitz,1975; Johnson, L975; Laubach,
1974: Morgenegg, L978; Short, L976; Siedentop & Hughley, 1975; Tobey, 1975).
Anderson (1975) and his associates developed a videotape databank in
which videotapes of 83 elementary and secondary physical education classes
from 60 schools were compiled. This project was started with the idea of
developing descriptive-analytic observation systems to be used in physical
education environments. A number of researchers used the databank to
develop their systems. Anderson (1975) developed the Occurrence of
Physical Activities. This system' wds deieloped Eo categorize the length
and occurrence of physical educaEion activities. Fishman (1975) developed
an instrument to describe the augmented feedback given by teachers and the
way it was given. Tobey (1975) modified the Fishman (1975) system to
better analyze the occurrence of augmented feedback in physical education
classes. It was found that teachers relied solely on verbal feedback and
8
9that most often feedback was directed toward a single student, not toward
a group. Laubach (1974) developed a system ca11ed the Behavior of Students
in Physical Education (BESTPED) to monitor the behavior of individual
students. Costell.o (1977) used the BESTPED to describe Ehe behavior of
193 students in different physical education classes. Hurwitz (1975)
developed the Teacherts Role in the Learning Activity Selection Process
(Tri-Lasp) system, which describes the teacherts role in selbcting the
studentrs activities. Morgenegg (1978) used 40 of the databank videotapes
to study pedagogical movements of teachers and students.
Numerous interaction analysis systems have been used by researchers
Eo examine the teaching behaviors of elementary and secondary physical
education teachers. Johnson (1975) developed the Flow of Teacher
Operational Procedures (F0T0P). This instrument has been used primarily
in teacher training to assist in the effectiveness of the teachers I
'instructional procedures. The Competency Indicator for Secondary Physical
Educators (Short, L976) was developed to be used by department heads to
evaluate the competencies of secondary physical education teachers.
BarretEe (1977) used the Physical Education Teacher's Professional
Functions system lo analyze the occurrence, distribution, and duraLion of
teacher behaviors in 40 elementary and secondary physical education
settings.
One of the most widely used interaction analysis systems was developed
by Flanders (1960). The Flanders Intetaction Analysis System (FIAS) is
used to anaLyze verbal behaviors that occur in.the classroom. Nygaard
(1975) used FIAS with physical education teachers at the elementary,
secondary, and college 1evels to describe the verbal behavior recorded
during interactions with their students. Nygaard (1975) concluded that
10
the most commonly occurring behavior was teacher talk. Kurth (1969) used
FIAS with physical education student teachers at the elementary 1eve1 and
concluded that, if FIAS is to be effective in physical education classes,
nonverbal behaViors must be recorded
Modifications of FIAS have come about through many studies (Dougheriy,
797I; Goldberger, L97Oi Love & Barry, L97l; Mancuso, L972; Melograno, I97tr;
Rankin, 1975). The most wide-ranging and refined adaptation of FIAS for
use in physical education settings was designed by Cheffers (7972).
Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS)
allowed classification of verbal and nonverbal behaviors, the teaching
agent, and the classroom sEructure (Cheffers, L972). CAFIAS provided the
validity and the reliability Ehat had been lacking in most interaction
analysis systems used for physical education classes.
CAFIAS has been used in various suudies in physical education.
Mancini (L974) used CAFIAS to study verbal and nonverbal interacLion
behaviors of students in two decision-making conditions. The data revealed
that, when given the opportunity to share in the decision-making process
of a human movement progran, students exhibited increased enjoyment of
the program, increased positive interactions with teachers,
and increased initiative and contributions. Martinek (1976) used CAFIAS
to confirm the validity of different teacher models dealing with the
effects of horizontal and vertical models of teaching on the development
of specifi.c motor ski1ls and self-concept in elemenEary students.'
Martinek (L976) found the vertical model of teaching to be teacher lecture
and directions. followed Uy predi.ctable student ,responses. trrlhen children
shared in the decisioh-making process, the'tu".h".= exhibited morb
information-giving and questions, and studenEs exhi'biEe'd increased
11
enjoyment, initiative, and contributions.
Lydon (1978) examined the effecEs of decision-making teaching models
on the development of body-coordination and self-concept of elementary
children. This study confirmed the findings of Mancini (1974) and
Martinek (L976) on the self-concept of elementary children.
' In an attempt to investigate two distinct teaching methods, Chertok
(1975) used CAFIAS Lo analyze the effects of command and guided discovery
teaching styles in the-development of ball handling ski11s in Ehird grade
students. Chertok (1975) concluded that in the command style of teaching
the interaction patterns were more lecture with directions followed by
predictable student response. In the guided discovery teaching style the
teacher used more informat.ion-giving behaviors followed by questions and
praise. These students exhibited increased enjoyment and increased
initiative and contributions toward the class.
CAFIAS has been used by researchers as part of the training program
for the preparation of sEudent teachers in physical education. Keilty
(L975), Rochester (1976), Hendrickson (1975), and Getty (1977) concluded
that teachers instructed and trained in CAFIAS characteristically showed
more indirect teaching behaviors.
The interact,ion patterns_ and teaching behaviors of in-service
physical education teachers'at the elementary level were investigated by
Lombardo (L979) and Stevens-(1979). Lombardo (1979) studied the inter-
acti-on patterns and teaching behaviors of four elementary physical
education teachers. Each t,eacher was'observed tvice a day for 20 consecu-
tive teaching days. CAFIAS was used to record and describe the teaching
behaviors and interaction patterns. It was concluded that teaching
12
behaviors and interaction patterns changed slightly over 20 teaching dayS。
Stevens (1979)inveStigated the effects of instruction and supervision in
CAFIAS upOn the teaching behaviors of four elementary physical education
tёachers.  Each teacher was observed for 20 consecutive teaching days.  It
was found that classes of teachers instructed in CAFIAS exhibited more
student involvement, increased teacher acceptance and praise, increasёd
teacher question■ng, a d increased teacher acceptance of student's feelings
than classes of those teachers not instructed in CAFIAS.
In several studies completed at The Ohio State Un■vers■ty, the
teaching behav■ ors of phys■cal education teachers have been exam■ ned.
sぜudies by Cramer (1978), Hutslar (1976), and Stewart (1978)have uSed
the O.S.U. Teacher Behavior Rating'Scale (SiedentOp & Hughley, 1975)for
research involv■ng the modification of student teachers' behav■ors.
Dyadic lnteraction Analys■ s Systems
Much of the research done ■n the past 10 years has been concerned
with teacher behavior directed at the entire class (Allard, 1979).  These
studies have provided valuable information in the hrea of teacher―student
■nteraction patterns, but they have prov■ded little ■nformation about
individual students (BrOphy & Good, 1974).
One of the first studies us■ng dyadic systems ■n education was
conducted by Brophy and Good (1970)。 They investigated the interactions
of a teacher w■th an ■ndiv■dual student and developed a system to
sequentially code and analyze these`behav■ors.
The Teacher―C ild Dyadic lnteraction System was used by Brophy and
Good (1970)to study relationshibs between jeacher expectationも and student
achievement of first grade studentso  The researchers concluded that
teachers demanded better performance from high achievers and were more
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likely to praise these sEudents. hlhen low achievers could not answer a
question, the teacher would either answer it or call on another student.
Results of subsequent studies (Cornbleth, Davis, & ButEon, L972; Good,
Sikes, & Brophy, 1972; Jeter & Davis, L972; Mendoza, Brophy, '& Good, 7972)
supported the conclusions of Brophy and Good (1970).
"S"0n1y in recent years has dyadic interaction been used in studying Lhe
behavior patterns that occur in physical education settings. Numerous
studies have recently been conducted using this form of observational
system to investigate Leacher behavior directed toward an individual
student in the physical education setting (Crowe, 1979; Devlin, 1979;
Martinek & Johnson, L979; Oien, L979; Reisenweaver, 1980; Streeter, 1980).
Dyadic interaction syst,ems have also been used to study coach-athlete
interaction (Boyes, 1981; Hoffman' 1981).
Crowe (L979) investigated the expectations of teachers and student-
teacher interactions through a modification of Rosenthal I s Four-Factor
Theory, which consisted of climate, feedback, input, and outPut. A fifth
factor of touch was added to the Four-Factor Theory. The Brophy-Good
InteracEion Analysis System was used as the observational instrument during
this study. The results showed that high achievers were asked more
questions, then given more opportunity to respond, and were. given more
praise, attention, and information than 1ow achievers. Crowe (L979)
concluded teaihers I expectations of studenEs will deEermine how these
students are treated during class.
, 
Devlin (1979) used DAC to determine if training disruptive elementary
children in contingency management ski1ls could affect the behavior of
their physical education teachers. This study also investigated the
effect that contingency management skills would have on the studehts I
T4
self-concepts, using the }4artinek-Zaichkowsky Self-Concept Scale (MZSCS)
as the criterion. Devlin (1979) concluded that training disruptive
students in specific contingency management skills was successful in
changing the teaching behavior of physical educators from direct behaviors
to more indirect behaviors. The teachers exhibited more praise and
acceptance, used more questions, and initiated more student response.
Students in the treatment group exhibited more positive behaviors, became
more independent, and had more interpretive responses. The self-concepts
of thbse students also were favorably influenced.
Using a modification of FIAS and CAFIAS, Oien (1979) investigated
individual teacher behaviors based on student gender and teachers'
perception of the studentsr skil1 performance. The Individualized Teacher
Behavior Analysis System (ITBAS) was used to collect data sysEematically
on junior high students in physical educaEion classes. Results showed
that boys received more praise, encouragement, directions, and criticism
than girls recei-ved.
The Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) was used by Martinek and
Johnson (1979) to investigate the dyadic interaction which took place
between teachers and high expectancy students and teachers and 1ow
expectancy students in physical education. The results indicated that
students identified as high expentancy students received more praise,
greater, acceptance of ideas, more investigative questions, and more
directions from their teachers than 1ow achievers.
In a more recent study Reisenweaver (1980) used*DAC to compare the
teaching behaviors of 15 femal'e physical educators at the secondary level
with 10 students: 5 high-ski1led and 5 low-skilled. In a para11e1 sLudy
Streeter (1980) used 15 male physical educators at the secondary 1eve1.
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In each study they found that high-ski11ed students received more praise,
were asked more questions, urere given more information, received more
acceptance of ideas and actions, and initiated more responses than 1ow-
skilled students. Low-skilled students received more criticism and
direction from teachers and gave more predictable responses.
DAC has also been used in the field of coaching. Hoffman (1981) used
DAC to compare coaching behaviors bf two collegiate lacrosse coaches, one
male and one female, with high-skilled athletes and low-skilled athletes.
Boyes (1981) used DAC to compare coaching behaviors of college football'
coaches with starting and non-staiting athletes. In each study they found
that the high-skilled athletes received more praise and
acceptance of their ideas and acEions and gave more athlete-initiated
responses than low-ski11ed athletes. The low-skilIed athletes received
more criticism and directions from the coaches followed by predictable
responses by the athletes.
Academic Learning Time in Phvsical Education
The idea that what teachers do relates to what students achieve has
attracted much interest among researchers (Locke, 1977). In 1972 the
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Studies (BTES) of the Far West Laboratory
for EducaEional Research and DevelopmenL began a multi-year project to
study teaching in elementary reading and mathematics classrooms. The goal
of the commission was to gather information about teacher classroom
behavior and student achi-evement (Fisher, Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw,
Moore, & Berliner, L972). It was found that engaged time, allocated time,
and student. success rate were all very imporEant in measuring student
achievement. Within the BTES Ehese three variables were combined and
cal1ed Academic Learning Time (ALT). A s'eries of studies supported the
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BTES concept that ALT was. significantly reI-ated to student achievement
(Berliner , 1978; Filby & Cahen, 7977; Filby & Cahen, 7978; Marliave,
Fisher, & Dishaw, 1977; 1978).
Siedentop, Birdwel1, and Metzler (L979) introduced the idea of
Academic Learning Time in Physical Education (ALT-PE). ALT-PE is an
;
orderly procedure for recording teacher effectiveness and student
partiiipation in physical education settings (Siedentop et al ., 1979).
These researchers concluded that developing'-the ALT-PE instrument was
necessary because, unlike academic subjecLs, there are few standardized
physical education achievement tests. Siedentop et al. (f979) concluded
thaE ALT-PE appears to be the best indicator for evaluating student
achievement and teacher effectiveness in the physical education setting.
The value of the ALT-PE instrument in physical educaEion classrooms
has.been researched in several studies. Metzler (L979) modified the BTES
instrument for use in physical education settings and designed a recordi-ng
system to measure ALT-PE by .the use of an interval recording sheet. ,fie
concluded that reliable ALT information could be recorded at the elbmentary
and secondary 1evel. Birdwell (1980) was the first researcher to use
behavior modification to examine the effect of these changes on the ALT-PE
of elemenlary, junior high, and secondary physical education teachers.
The results of this sEudy 1ed to the conclusion that desirable changes in
teachersf behaviors were strongly related to improvements in ALT-PE.
Whaley (1980) was another researcher who dealt with teacher behavior
modification and its effect on ALT-PE. l^lhaley (1980) used Academic
Learning Time in Physical Education with the Teacher Behavior Scale
(ALT-PE-TBS) and had mixed results. The results were not conclusive that
teacher behavior modification had an'effect on ALT-PE.
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Aufderheide, 01son, and Templin (1980) investigated the use of ALT-PE
integrated with Observational System for Instructional Analysis in
Physical Education (OSIA-PE) (01son, 1979). They concluded that OSIA-ALT-PE
is an observational instrument that can successfully provide feedback of
teacher effectiveness and student achievement at the elementary, junior
high, and secondary 1evels.
Shuue, Dodds, Placek, Silverman, and Rife (1982) used ALT-PE as a
descriptive-analytib procedure describing interactions of one elementary
schoolrs physical educator. This study investigated the ALT-PE of high-
skilled, medium-skilled, and 1ow-ski1led students in movement education
classes taught by a single physical education teacher. Shute et al. (1982)
concluded that this Leacher created learning environments in which all
children found equal amounts of success, even though.performing in a wide
range of skil1 difficulty. The ALT-PE data from this study provided
information about student actions as a learning-process measure, giving
direct information about student achiefement and successftil performance of
ski1ls relat.ed to physical education (Shute et al., 1982). The researchers
also concluded that the teacher was effective in t", u"" of movement
education approaches using indirect teaching behaviors (teacher questioning,
praise, and information-giving) to provide students with opporEuniLies to
perform on their own (student unpredictable, self-initiated behavior).
Shute et al. (1982) emphasized that the use of ALT-PE helps teachers ro
identify how well they are able to keep their students actively involved
in their physical educaEion c1ass.
Smal17N Studies
The single subject
researchers in physical
research design
education to use
additional tool for
evaluating and" analyzing the
■s an
for
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teaching-learning interactions for individual teachers, students, and
classrooms (Rife & Dodds, 1978). The single subject research design has
one purpose, to demonstrate control relative to the situation under
investigation (Hersen & Barlow, 1976). Since N = 1 studies are not
obstructed by demand to achieve a 1evel of statistical significance, the
researcher in t.hese studies seeks clinical significance (Loovis, 1978).
The issue of major i-mportance concerning N = 1 research is the lack of
generalization of the findings, but results from a single-case study in
relation to other subjects, setting5, and/or instructors are insignificant.
Researchers must systematically replicate studies using different subjects,
settings, andfor instructors in order to investigate to what extent
identified functional relationships can be duplicated (Loovis, 1978).
Applied behavior analysis and small-N research design's have been used
in several studies at Th'e Ohio State University (Boehm, 1974; Darst, 1974;
Dodds, L975; Hamilton, L979; Hughley, L973; Hutslar, L976; McKenzie, 1976;
Rife, 1973). These researchers investigated behavior modification of
student teachers in physical education.
Paterson (1975), i.n a single-case experimental design, compared
teaching behaviors of experienced, novice, and pre-service physical
educators using CAFIAS as Ehe observational instrumenL. The results
indicated no significant differences among these groups in the amount of
time spent working in sma'1l groups, as a whole c1ass, or as individuals.
The. single subjecE research design is proving to be a useful addition
to educational research in physical education for investigating and
analyzing teacher-student interactions. Rife and Dodds (1978) expressed
the idea that a single-subject research design can be used as a complement
to statistically=eriented group investigat,ions; thus concentration on a
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particular subjecL -is possible, and changes in particular behavior.. can be
recorded directly. The single subject research design and its procedures
provide for a stringent inquiry (Rife & Dodds, 1978)
Summarv
In the past 20 years several interaction analysis systems have been
developed to study teacher-student interactions in the physical education
environment. The videotape databank has been the basis for a number of
these systems (Anderson, L97L; Coste1lo, L977; Fishman, 1975; Hurwitz,
7975; Laubach, L97l+; Morgenegg, L978; Tobey, L975). The most widely used
observational system for physical education has been CAFIAS, developed by
Cheffers (L972). It has provided a systematic'procedure t.o record and
analyze verbal and nonverbal behavior patterns of teacher-student inter-
actions in the physical education seLting. CAFIAS has been used by many
researchers (Chertok, L975; Getty, L977; Hendrickson, L975; Keilty, 1975;
Lombardo, L979; Mancini, L974; Martinek, L976; Rochester, 1976; Stevens,
L979)
The Teacher-Child"Dyadic Interaction System was developed by Brophy
and Good (1970) to investigate the effect of teacher expect'ations on their
students. The results of studies using the.Brophy-Good (1970) system have
not been concluSive, and further investigaLion-into more scientific and
systematic observation systems have been needed.
Martinek and Mancini (1979) developed the DAC system. This was'an
extension of CAFIAS that provided for a method for coding and analyzing
interactions between a teacher and individual student or smal1 group of
students. DAC has been used by various researchers (Dev1in, L979;
Martinek & Johnson, L979; Reisenweaver, 1980; Streeter, 1980) to
investigate teacher expectations 'in the physi'ia1' education setting. The
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results of these studies have indicated that students are treated
differently according to teachersr expectations of them. Similar results
were obtained by Crowe (L979) using the Brophy-Good system. DAC has been
used more recently in the area of coaching. Researchers have used DAC to
record the behaviors of coaches with high-skilled and 1ow-ski1led athletes
(Boyes, 1981; Hoffman, 1981). The results indicated that high-skilled
athletes were given more praise, were asked more questions, and received
more acceptance of their ideas and actions than did low-ski11ed athletes.
Siedentop et a1. (1979) introduced the idea of Academic Learning Time
in Physical Education (ALT-PE). ALT-PE is an orderly procedure for
recording teacher effectiveness and student participation in the physical
education environment (Siedentop et a1., 1979). ALT-PE has,been used in
several studies (Birdwell, 1980; Metzler, L979; Shute et al., 19821
Whaley, 1980) to study teacher effectiveness and student achievement.
MeLzler (1979) developed the ALT-PE interval recording sheet to easily
record the ALT-PE parameters. Birdwelt (1980) and hrhaley (1980) used
ALT-PE as part of a behavicir modification program at the elementary,
junior high, and high school levels. The results indicaced that-desirable
teacher behaviors were related to improvements'in ALT-PE.i Shute et, a1.
(1982) used ALT-PE with a single physical educator with high-skil1ed,,
medium-skilled, and low-ski1led students at the elementary 1eve1. Previous
studies investigated groups; this study focused on an indiVidual teacher
and her interactions with elementary students in a human movement program.
A11 results of the studies supported the idea that ALT-PE is a reliable and
valid instrument for descriptive-analytical measurement of teacher
effectiveness and student achievement.
The'single subject research design and applied behavi-or analysis
2T
Lechniques have been used recently by several researchers at The Ohio State
University (Boehm, Lg74; Darst, Lg74; Dodds, 1975; Hamilton, tfi9; Hughley,
1973; Hutslar, 1976; McKenzie, 1976; Rife, 1973). Rife and Dodds (1978)
viewed the single subject research design as a useful addition to current
educational research in physical education.
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Chapter 3
I'IETHODS AND PROCEDURES
In this chapter the seleCtion of subjects, the Eesting instruments,
estabtrishment of coder reliability, scoring of daUa, treatment of data,
and the procedures utilized in this investigation are discussed.
' Selection of ,. Sub iects
The subject for this investigation was a male elementary physical
education Leacher in the Albany, New York area. The-teacher was contacted
by the investigator, and permission to videotape physical education classes
was requested. The teacher was asked to sign an informed consent form
(see Appendix A). A parent consent form was also sent to the parents of
all children participating in this sEudy (see Appendix B). The teacher 
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was asked to classify his students as high-skil1ed suudents, average-
skilled students, and low-skilled students. Six students, two high-ski11ed,
two average-skilled, and two low-skilled, were randomly selected to be
observed for this study.
Testihg Instrtihents
The following testing insuruments were, used in this study:,
1. The testing instrument used to measure the teaching behaviors..of
t
the subject was the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) (Martinek & Mancini,
L979). The DAC system provides a method in which interactions between a
teacher and a single student, or a sma11 group of students, may be
recorded and analyzdd. The ground rule and coding procedures for DAC are
basically the same as those used in CAFIAS. However, rather than
recording a behavior every 3 seconds, behaviors are recorded only when the
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teacher is interacting with the specified student or students.
2. The ALT-PE instrument was used to measure the amount of uime the
six students were actively involved in a task. ALT-PE was developed as an
orderly procedure for studying teacher effectiveness and the amount of
time a student was engaged in activity (Siedentop, Birdwel1, & Metzler,
L979). The obserters watched a single child and the teacher for a 6-second
interval, stopped the videotape-machine, and recorded the behaviors. The
observers turned the videoEape machine back on and observed Lhe-next target
child for 6 seconds, shut the machine off, and recorded the behaviors that
-were taking place between the teacher and this chi1d.
Procedure
The Eeacher in this study hras contacted by the investigator personally
and was informed of the purpose and the procedures to be underLaken. The
teacher was'videotaped 12 times during the 1981-1982 school year. The
teacher was equipped with a wireless microphone which did not interfere
with his teaching actions.
At the completion of the particular unit the teacher was asked to
rank his students as high-skilled, average-skilled, and low-skilled
according to their ability in the particular unit. Two students from
each ski11 group were randomly se1e.t"a', and'the interactions between the
students and the instructoi were.recorded. Jn" ALT-PE of these particular
students was also investigated for the particular unit of instruction..
Data CollecEion
Data for final analysis were obtained from the 12 videotapes of the
entire unit involving the instructor. The videotapes were coded by
Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an expert coder trained in using DAC and ALT-PE.
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Scoring of DaEa
The data collected from the coding of DAC were transferred Lo
computer cards for computer analysis. The data were compiled into
percentages and ratios for 20 variables identified by DAC. The data
collected by ALT-PE were computed manually, and the data were comPiled
into percentages and ratios for the ALT-PE parameters.
Coder Reliabilitv
In order to determine reliability of the investigatorrs DAC coding,
one videotape was randomly selected to be coded using DAC on two
independent observation sessions. The top 10 cel1s for each session were
ranked, and the Spearman rank-order correlation was applied to the two
sets of rankings (see Appendix C).
To determine the codersr reliability using the Academic Learning
Time in Physical Education, the interobservei agreement'method was used.
Interobserver agreement (I0A) was computed by the scored-interval method
(Hawkins & Dotson, L975). Following training procedures for ALT-PE
ioding, IOA must have reached a criterion leve1 of. 907. in all categories
for two consecutive practice videotapes before formal data collection
(coding of videotapes) commenced. Training for coding of ALT-PE consisted
of an introducEion and thorough examination of the revised ALT-PE coding
manual (Siedentop et al.,1982), learning of the ALT-PE categories and the
meEhod of using the coding sheet, and five practice coding sessions using
videotapes.
Following t.he practice sessions, the two observers coded Ewo
videotapes, and I0A was calculated for each category on an interval-by-
interval basis. IOA was computed by dividing the number of agreem'ents
by the number of disagfeements and multiplying the results. by 100
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(HerSen & Barlow, 1976).  Theformula is given below:
Agreements
Agreements + Disagreements X 100 = Z.of agreement or I0A .
The observers were determined to be in agreement when the two
observers recorded the target behav■or as occurr■ng dur■ng the ■nterval.
The observers were ■n disagreement when one observer recorded the target
behavior as occurring during the interval and One observer did not.
COdin8 0f.practice v■deo apes continued until IOA reached the
criterion level (90%)fOr twO consecutive videotapeso  Following attainment
of the cr■ter■on IOA, the observers commenced coding of the v■deotapes.
To establish IOA for this ■nvestigation, two V■deo apes were randomly
selected and coded by the two observers and IOA calculated.
Treatment of Data
Descriptive statistics were used to determ■n  diff rences ■n teaching
behaviors with the three different groups of students:  the high―skilled,
average―skilled, and low一ski led studentse  The percentages and ratios of
the DAC and ALT―PE var■bles were v■sually compared to a■d in making these
dec■s■ons.
Summary
The subject for this,study was a male elementary phys■cal education
teacher from the Albany, New York area.  The ■nstruct  class■fied his
students into high―skilled, average―skilled, and low―ski led ability
groups according to the skillS Of the particular un■し.  The ■nstructor was
v■deotaped for an entire un■t 12 times dur■ng the 1981-1982 school yeare
The v■deotapes were coded by an ■nvestigator tra■ned in us■ng DAC
and ALT―PEo  The data collected through DAC were transferred onto computer
cards for computer analys■se  The computer scor■n8 0f DAC yielded
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percentages for each of the 20 variables, which were compared by visual
analysis. The data collecEed by ALT-PE were comPuted manually, and
compiled into percentages and ratios for the ALT-PE parameters, which
were compared by visual analysis. Descriptive sEatistics were used to
determine differences in Eeaching behaviors, as identified by DAC and
ALT-PE with the three groups: high-ski1led,- average-skilled, and 1ow-
skilled students.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results found when comparing Lhe teaching interaction patterns of
an elementary physical education teacher with high-skilled, average-skilled,
and low-ski11ed studenUs on a day-to-day basis for an entire unit are
presented in this chapter. The Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) was used
to measure the interaction behavior patterns between the teacher and the
particular groups of students. A11 the.categories used in DAC were the
same as those comprising the CAFIAS system (see Appendix E) and will be
referred Eo throughout this chapter as DAC. The revised Academic Learning
Time in Physical EducaLion (ALT-PE) j.nstrumenu (Siedentop, Tousignant, &
Parker , t982) was used to identify how studenEs spent.their time in class
(see Appendix F).
Coder Re1_iabilitv
In order to establish coder reliability for this study, two videotapes
were randomly selected uo be coded using DAC on two independent observation
sessj-ons by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an exPert in the coding of DAC. The
top interaction patterns for each session were ranked (see Appendix C).
The mean correlation of .9854 that was found was sufficient to indicate
that Lhe coder was reliable.
In order to determine interobserver agreement for the ALT-PE coding,
the scored-interval meEhod as described by Hawkins and Dotson (1975) was
used. Two randomly selected videotapeQ were coded simultbneously by the
investigator and by Dr. Victor H. Mancini. Reliability was determined for
each of the categories of the ALT-PE recording instrument by dividing the
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number of
(Hersen &
85.72 to
agreements by agreements plus disagreements
Barlow, L976). The inEerobserver agreement
1002 (see Appendix D).
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and multiplying by 100
(I0A) ranged from
Phase One: Total DAC Results
The use of.the 17 DAC parameters by the physical education Leacher
with high-skilled, average-skilled, and 1ow-ski11ed students is summarized
in Table 1. Visual comparisons indi-cated that differences exj.sted in the
b'ehaviors of the teacher as he interacted with the three groups of
students. The high-skilled students received more acceptance and praise
and exhibited more initiated response, both teacher-suggested and student-
suggested, than the low-ski1led and average-skilled students. There were
more interactions exhibited both verbally and nonverbally toward Ehe high-
skilled students than toward the low-skilled students. Total teacher use
of questions was also significantly higher for the high-skilled students.
The percentages of behaviors in.each DAC category for the high-ski11ed,
average-ski1led, and low-skilled students are shown in Figure 1. Visual
comparisons revealed differences in the behaviors of the teacher toward
high-skilled, average-ski1led, and 1ow-ski1led students. In comparison to
the 1ow- and average-skilled students, the high-skilled students received
more praise, acceptance, and information while exhibiting mote interpretive
responses. The average-ski1led and low-skil1ed students received more
directions and criEicism, and exhi.bited more. p-gedictable behavior than did
the high-skilled students. The average-skilled and low-skilled students
also exhibited more student-initiated regpons-es than the high-ski1Ied
students, with the average-ski1led students exhibiting the most of the
three groups.
The t.op ranked ce1l frequencies of interaction patterns and their
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Table 1
Use of Major DAC Parameters by the Teacher
/
DAC Parameters
Low-
skilled
Percentage
Average-
skilled
Percentage
High―
skilled
Percentage
Total Teacher Contriburion (TTC)
Total Student Contribution (TSC)
Total Silence and/or Confusion
(SC)
Total Teacher Use of Questions
(rruQ)
Total Teacher Use of Acceptance
and Praise (TTAPR)
Total Student Initiation (TSI) tS
Total Studenu Initiation,
Student Suggested (TSISS)
Content Emphasis, Teacher Input
(CETI)
Teacher as Teacher (TT)
Other Student as Teacher (ST)
Environment as Teacher (ET)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
Class Structure as One (W)
Class Structure as Part (P)
60.24
38.36
1140
5.50
16。00
61.70
33.45
29。01
100。00
.00
。00
31.40
48・.70
100。00
。00
61.23
37。63
1.13
6。00
16。50
54.33
33.60
29。37
100。00
。00
。00
35.98
48.54
100.Oσ
。00
62.36
36。52
1.12
15.90
22。90
66.91
45。30
29.40
99。90
。03
.00
54.23
68。03
100。,00
。00
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percentages of occurrence for the high-skilled, average-skilled, and low'
skilled students are presented in Table 2. The interaction patterns of
the physical educator with the high-skilled students were characEerized
by teacher directions followed by extended predictable student response
and teacher acceptance (6-8-8-3). This 1ed to student interpreLive
response and teacher acceptance followed by Eeacher informat.ion and
directions (8\-3-5-6). The high-skilled sEudentsr interpreti-ve behavior
during class r+as followed by teacher praise and information-giving
requiring a student interpretive response which 1ed to more informaEion-
giving by the teacher (8\-2-5-8\-5).
The interaction patterns of the physical education Eeacher wiEh
average-skilled students were characterized by teacher directions followed
by extended predictable student responses and teacher accePtance (6-8-8-3).
This 1ed to teacher use of questions followed by student predictable
response and more directions by the teacher (4-8-8-6). The average-skilIed
studentrs predictable behavior during class was followed by exEended
information giving, which 1ed to more studenE predictable response followed
by directions by Ehe teacher (8-5-5j-8-6).
The interaction patterns of the physical education teacher with low-
skilled students were charadterized by teacher directions followed by
extended predictable student response and teacher accePtance (6-8-8-3).
Followihg the studentrs predictable response, the teacher gave more
directions and asked questions which led to a predictable student response
(8-6-4-8). l^lhile participating in c1ass, the 1ow-skilIed students
demonstrated student-initiated responses which led to -teacher criticism
which was followed by teacher infofmation'and directions (9-7-5-6).
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Phase Two: DAC Results Dav-to-dav
The use of the 17 DAC parameters by the physical education teacher
with high-skilled, average-ski1led, and low-skilled students on a day-Eo-
day basis for an enEire unit is summarized in the following sectj-on.
Visual comparisons indicated that differences exj.sted in the behavior of
Ehe teacher as he interacted with each group of students.
\-)'/'
^*a'The'physical educacion teacher exhibj-ted more prai-se to the high-
skilled students throughouE the entire unit (see Figure 2). The amount
of praise 
.received by the high-skilled students increased from the
beginning of the unit to the end of the unit. This amounE remained
constant day-to-day, with the only decrease occurring during classes 6 and
7. The amount of praise exhibited by the teacher to the average-skilled
students remained constant for the first eight classes. During class 9
the amount of praise received by these students decreased sharply, but then
it increased steadily from class 9 until the end of the unit. The amounE
of teacher praise received by the low-ski1led students remained relatively
constant throughout the unit, the only increases being in classes 8 and 11.
The amount of praise varied slightly among the three groups of students.
The high-skilled students received more praise over Ehe course of the unit
than Ehe average-skil1ed and 1ow-skil1ed students, with the only difference
being at the end of the unit when the av€rage:skil1ed students i-ncreased
in the amount of praise they received from the teacher to a level similar
to the high-skilled students.
Use of acceptance by the teacher was slightly more evident for the
high-skil1ed students during the unit than for the average-skilled and
1ow-skil1ed students (see Figure 3). The amount of acceptance exhibited
by the.teacher toward the high-ski1led students'decreased followi-ng class
|‐
           ~
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2 and increasbd-during class 4. It then remained constant until class 8,
when it decreased sharply. The amount of acceptance increased again during
class 9 and decreased during class 10 to remain steady until the end of
the unit. The average-skil1ed and 1ow-ski1led students followed a similar
pattern during the course of uhe unit. The use of teacher acceptance for
the average- and 1ow-ski1led students decreased at the beginning of the
uirit, increased during class 4, and then decreased steadily unEil the end
of the unit. The differences among the three groups of students were less
evidenE in the beginning of the unit until class 6, and then a definite
"pattern emerged, with the high-skilled students receiving more acceptance
by the teacher than the oEher two groups.
Differences in use of teacher quesEions for Ehe high-ski1led, average-
skilled, and low-skilled sEudents were less evident on a day-to-day basis
among the three groups of students (see Figure 4). There was no
significanL difference among Ehe three groups of studenEs, and a consistent
pattern emerged for the beginning of the unit until the end. The only
variance in the instrucEorts consistency came in class 9, when the high-
skilled students received more information than the average- and low-
skilled students.
The use of directions by the teacher during this unit was evident more
with the average-skilled and 1ow-skil1ed students than with the high-
skilled studenEs (see Figure 6). The low-:skilIed students received more
directions from the teacher unLil class 6 when this'percentage fel1 below
Lhe average-skilled and high-skilled studentsr percentages. However, the
use of directions by Lhe Eeacher toward the low-ski1led studenEs increased
sharply during class 8 and decreased toward the end of the unit, but sEill
remained higher than for the other two groups of students. The average-
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skilled students followed a pattern similar to that of the 1ow-ski1led
students. The low-skilled and average-skiIled sEudents were rather close
in comparison until class 6 when the average-skilled st.udents received
more directions than the other tv/o groups of students. The use of
directions by the teacher toward the average-skilled students increased
sharply in class 8 and decreased Eoward the end of the unit, in a pattern
similar to that of the 1ow-ski11ed students. The high-ski11ed students
received less directions from the teacher than did the other two groups
of students. The only exceptions were during classes 6, 7, and 12. In
classes 6 and 7 the high-ski11ed students received more directions than
the low-ski11ed sEudents, but sti1l less than the average-ski1led students.
Class 12 was the only class in which the high-ski1led students recei-ved
more directions than the other two groups of.'students.
The use of criticism by the teacher v/as directed more at'the average-
skilled and the low-skilled students than toward the high-skilled sEtidents
(see Figure 7). The average-skilled and Iow-skil1ed studenEs followed a
similar pattern until class 6. From this class the 1ow-ski1led students
received more criticism than the average-skil1ed studenEs until class 10.
Then the use of criticism by the teacher toward the average-skilled
students increased to remain similar to the low-ski1led students until the
end of the unit, when it decreased for both groups in class 11 and increased
in class 12. The high-skilled students received more criticism from the
teacher in the beginning of the unit, for the first five classes. The use
of criticism by the teacher decreased after class 5 for the high-skilled
students and remained consistently lower than for the other two groups of
sEudents.
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During Ehis unit the average-skilled and 1ow-skilled students
exhibited more predictable student response than the high-skilled studenLs
(see Figure 8). The low-skilled students were relatively consistenL
throughout the unit until classes 11 and 12. Their predictable responses
decreased during the final Ewo classes. The average-skilled students
remai-ned similar to the low-skil1ed studenLs for the first nine classes,
with Ehe only exception occurring during class 5 when Ehe average-ski11ed
were significantly lower. From class 9 to class 10 the amount of
predictable student response increased significantly more for the average-
skilled students than for the other two groups until class 11, wlien this
amount decreased and remained similar to the predictable response of the
low-skilled students. The high-skilled students exhibited significantly
less predictable student response for a majority of the unit than did the
other two groups of students. The only exceptions came during classes
4, LO, and 12, when the high-skil1ed students increased slightly more than
the other two groups. 0n a r,,hole Ehroughout the unit the high-ski11ed
students r{ere considerably lower in their predictable responses than the
average-skilled and the 1ow-skil1ed students.
The amount of studenE interpretive response exhibited by the high-
skilled students was higher than that exhibited by the average-skilled and
1ow-skil1ed students (see figure 9). Interpretive responses for the high-
skilled students were significantly higher during classes 1 and 2 and then
decreased during class 4. During class 5 interpretive responses increased
significantly and remained consistent until class 10, when they increased
sharply and then decreased during class 12. The average-skil1ed and low-
skilled sLudents had similar paEterns of interpretive responses durfng
the entire unit. In 9 of the 12 classes the average-skilled students
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exhibited more interpretive responses than the low-skilled students.
Differences among the three groups of students \.Iere evident during classes
5-10; during these classes the high-ski11ed students exhibited more
interpretive responses than the other t'iuo groups.
Student-initiated responses for the three groups of students varied
slightly day-to-day during the unit (see Figure 10). The 1ow-skil1ed
studenEs had a slightly higher patEern of initiated responses than the
average-skilled and high-skilled students for the entire unit. The
average-ski1.led students displayed a more consistent pattern of iniEiaEed
responses than the other t\.ro groups of students. The high-skilled students
emerged with a very inconsisLent pattern but remained slightly lower than
the low-ski1led students and similar Eo the average-ski1led students. The
differences among the three groups of students were very slight throughout
the unit on a day-to-day basis.
Phase Three: ALT-PE Results
The percentages for the ALT-PE categories of the high-skil1ed,
average-ski1led, and 1ow-ski1led students are summarized in Table 3.
Visual comparisons of the information indicate differences existed among
t.he three groups. In the context level the differences !,ere very slight.
These were in the area of general content, as the low-skilled students
spent I3.O% of the time in warm-up activities as compared Eo the avefage-
skilled students' L2.O% and, the high-skil1ed studentst 12.47". Differences
also existed in the amount of time the students spent in game p1ay. The
high-skilled students spent more time in game play (15.O7.) as compared
to the average-skilled (L4.8%), and the low-skilled students (L4,72).
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Table 30
Percentages for ALT…PE Cate80ries
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ヾ
Categories
Low―
skilled
Percentages
Average-
skilled
Percentages
High―
skilled
Percentages
Context Level
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Break.
Subject Motor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
32。4
15.5
3.2
。6
13。0
4.7
2.9
00
.8
1。0
00
62.8
48.0
00
14。7
00
31.6
15.6
3。5
.4
12.0
4.7
2.8
00
●9
1。0
00
63.5
48.6
●0
14。8
●0
32。2
15.8
3.5
04
12。4
5.4
3。2
00
1。 1
00
00
62.2
47。2
●0
1・5。0
00
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Table 3 (cont.inued)
Categories
Low―
skilled
Percentages
Average-
skilled
Percentages
High―
skilled
Percentages
Learner Involvement
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
0ff-task
0n-task
Cognitive
Engaged
Motor-appropriate
I'1o r or 
-i na pp r o pr iat e
l4otor-supporEing
Total Intervals
76.8
.8
42.7
7。2
19.3
6。7
23。1
15。3
6。6
1。1
1195
73.9
1.0
39.9
6。8
19。5
6。5
26.0
20.2
4.2
1。6
1990
66.1
11.2
32.5
2.5
23。0
6。9
33.8
27。6
3。0
3.2
1959
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Dur■ng this phase the most sign■ficant differences came ■n the learner
involvement level.  There were significant differences among the high―
skilled, average― skilled, and low―skilled students in the not―engaged
activitiese  The low―skilled students (.8Z)and the average―skilled
students (1。0%)spent very little time performing interim activities
compared to the high―skilled students spending ll.2% of the time performing
■nter■m tasks.  Differences ex■sted among the three groups ■n th am nt
of time spent wa■ tingo  The low―skilled students spent 42。7% of the time
waiting during learning activities, compared to 39.9% for the average―
skilled students and 32.5% for the high― skilled studentse  The low―skllled
students were off―task 7。2Z of the time, the average―skilled students were
off―task 6.8%, and the high―skilled students were off― task the least often――
only 2.5% of the timeo  The high―skilled students were on―task 23% of the
time, the average―skilled students 19。5% of the time, and the low― skilled
students 19.3% of the time.
Differences were found in the amount of time the three groups of
students were actively engaged in motor tasks.  The h18h―Sk lled student
were actively involved 33.8% of_the time, as compared t0 2Q.0%.Of the time
for the average―skill d students and 23。lZ of the time for the‐low―skilled,
students.  The high―skilled studentS Were motor―appropria e 27.6% of:the
time, the average―skilled students 20。2Z of the time, and the low二skilled
students only 15.3% of the time.  This indicated that the more highly
skilled students accumulated more ALT―PE than stud nts in the othёr groups.
The high―skilled students were ■nvolved in motor―■nappr pr■ate activ■es
3。0% of the time, the average―skilled 4。2% of the time, and the low―
skilled 6.6% of the time.
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Phase Four: ALT-PE Variables Dav-to-day
Comparisons of Ehe ALT-PE variables of Ehe high-skilled, average-
skil1ed, and low-ski11ed students on a day-to-day basis for an entire unit
are presented in Lhe following section.
The total Eime the Ehree groups of students were involved in motor
activities during class varied slightly throughout the unit (see Figure 11).
The only significance occurred in class 9, when the high-skil1ed studenEsr
total time fe11 below'the other two groupsr.
Differences r,rere found in the amount of time the high-skilled, average-
skilled, and 1ow-skil1ed students were actively engaged in motor activities
(see Figure L2). The high-skilled students were motor engaged a higher
percentage of the Lime, especially in Ehe first seven classes of the unit.
During the 8th class the motor-enga'ged percentage decreased, but sti11
remained slightly higher for the high-skilled students than for the
average-ski1led and the low-skilled students. The average-skilled and 1ow-
skilled students were consistent in the percentage of engagement in motor
activities. The difference bet,ween the t,wo groups was very slight, and
both remained lower than the high-skil1ed students for all the classes
except class 8.
The low-skil1ed and average-ski1led students were idvolved in not-
motor-engaged'activities more than the high-ski1led students (see Figure
13). During classes 1-8, the average-skilled and low-skilled students
were similar in their involvement in not-engaged activities with.little
difference between the two groups. Dlring class 9 the average-ski11ed
sEudents decreased and the tow-dkllled students remai.ned'consistent until
Ehe end of the unit. The high-skilled students were consistently -lower in
their involvement in not-engaged activities in the first seven classes as
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compared Lo the other two group" of 
"araents. During class 8.thiS
percentage was higher than for the other groups and remained
very similar to the percentages of the average-skilled and lorr,-skilIed
students until the end of the unit.
Subject matter motor, E,he amount of time students spent in game p1ay,
was very similar for all three groups (see Figure 14). l4ost of the
classes for the entire unit varied only the slightest percentage. The
only class with a discernible difference was class 6. During this class
the high-skilled studentsr involvement in game play was below the other
two groups I percent.ages.
No significant differences among the high-skilled, average-skiIled,
and 1ow-ski11ed students on a day-to-day basis were found in the amount of
time they spent learning subjecE-related knowledge (see Figure 15). The
average- and 1ow-skil1ed studenEs emerged with consistent patterns through-
out the unit, which were similar for the two groups. The high-skilled
students were slightly higher during classes 4, 5, 8, and 9.
The average-ski11ed studentst ALT engaged ratio decreased in the first
classes and increased in the last four classes (see Figure 16). This
indicated that the activities were inappropriate for Ehe average-skilled
students in the beginning of the unit and more appropriate at the end.
The low-skil1ed students were significantly lower Ehan the other two
groups until Ehe last c1ass. This indicated that the activities throughout
the unit were inappropriate for the low-skilled students.
The amount of time the students were involved at the learner
involvement level for each class was significantly higher for the high-
skilled students in classes 1-7 (see Figure 18). During class 8 this
time decreased, and then it increased slightly unlil the end of the unit.
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The average-ski1led and 1ow-ski11ed st,udents were consistent at the learner
involvement level, and the differences between the two groups were very
slight. During class 8, class-10, and class 12, all three groups were very
similar in their percentages. 0vera1'1 the high-skilled students emerged at
a higher percentage than the average-ski1led and lorv-ski11ed students for
the first'""u"n classes.
The percentage of ALT-PE accumulated by the high-skilled studlnts was
significantly higher than Ehe percentages of the average-skil1ed and low-
skilled for the first seven classes (see Figure 19). During class 8 this
percentage decreased and then increased steadily until the end of the unit.
The average-ski11ed studentsr percentage of ALT-PE remained inconsistent
during the unit, but it was usually higher than the percentage for low-
skilled students. The low-skilled students ALT-PE remained fairly consis-
tent during the unit until class 12, when the ALT-PE equalled the other two
groups I ALT-PE.
Summarv
In order to determine coder reliability for this study, one videotape
rvas randomly selected to be coded using DAC on two independent observation
sessions by Dr. Victor H. l'lancini-, an expert coder of DAC. The top 10
interaction patEerns were ranked and then subjected Eo the Spearman rank
order correlation technique. The mean correlation of .9862 that was found
was sufficient Eo indicate that the coder was reliable.
In order Eo deterrnine reliability for using ALT-PE, the scored-
interval agreement method, as described by Hawkins and Dotson (1975), was
used. One randomly selected tape was coded on t\"/o independent observation
sessions simultaneously by the investigator and Dr. Victor H. I'lancini.
Interobserver agreemenE was deterrnined for each of the categories of the
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ALT-PE recording instrument by dividing the number of intervals on which
there was agreement by Lhe number of agreements plus disagreements and
multiplying the figure by 100 (Hersen & Barlow, L976). The interobserier
agreement (I0A) ranged from 85.7% to 1002 (see Appendix D).
Visual comparisons of Table 1, Figure 1, and Table 2 indicated that
differences existed in Lhe behaviors of t.he physical education teacher
toward the high-ski11ed students, average-skilled, and 1ow-ski1led students.
The high-skil1ed students received more acceptance and praise and'exhibited
more initiaued response, bouh teacher-suggested and student-suggested,
than Ehe low-ski1led'and the average-skilled students. The average-skil1ed
and low-ski11ed students received more direct.ions and criticism and
exhibited more predictable behavior than did the'high-skilled students.
These comparisons were made on a day-to-day basis for the entire unit,
using FigureS Z-LO.
Visual comparisons of Table 3 indicated that differences existed in
the ALT-PE categories for the high-skilled, average-skilled, and low-skilled
students. In the categories under Context Leve1, the differences were very
slight. The major differences existed in the learner involvement 1eve1
engaged and not-engaged activities. The 1ow-skil1ed students were not-
engaged LO.6Z of the time, and the average-skilled student6 were not
engaged 7.72 of.-the time more than the high-ski11ed students. The high-
skilled studen-rs were involved in interim activities 102 more of the time
than the low-skilled and average-skilled -students. The low-skil1ed students
spent 42.77. of the time waiting as compared to 39 .9% for the average-
skilled and 32.52 for the high-skilled srudents.
Visual comparison indicated that differences did exist for the average-
slci11ed, 1ow-ski1led., and high-ski11ed students in engage"d activities.
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The high-skilled students were involved in engaged activities nearly IO.L7"
more of the time as compared to Ehe low-skilled students and 7.8% more of
the time than the average-skilled students. The high-ski1led students were
motor-appropriaEe 12.3% more of the time as compared to the low-ski11ed
sEudents.
Figures 10-19 give a comparison of the ALT-PE variables on a day-to-
day basis for Ehe entire unit. Visual comparisons of Lhese results
indicated a slight difference among the 1ow-ski1led, average-ski11ed, and
high-skilled sLudenus for an entire unit. The differences were noL as
pronounced on a day-to-day-basis.
Chapt.er 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The present study is the first to use the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS
(DAC) to examine the interaction behavior patterns of a physical education
Eeacher with 1ow-ski11ed, average-skilled, and high-skilled sEudents on a
day-to-day basis for an entire unit. DAC has been used in similar studies
(Martinek & Johnson, L979; Reisenweaver, 1980; Streeter, 1980) to compare
the interaction patterns of physical education teachers with high-skilled
and low-skil1ed students. Similar sEudies have also been done in the-field
of coaching. Hbffman (1981) used DAC to examine the interaction paEterns
of two collegiate lacrosse coaches, one male and one female, with 1ow-
skilled and high-ski1led athletes. Boyes (1981) used DAC to examine the
interaction patterns of collegiate football coaches with starting and non-
starting athletes.
This study also used the revised Academic Learning Time in Physical
Education instrument (ALT-PE) (Siedentop, Tousignant, & Parker, 1982) to
identify how low-ski1led, average-skilled, and high-ski1led students spent
their time in class on a day-to-day basis for an entire unit. A similar
study was conducted by Shute, Dodds, Placek, Silverman, and Rife (1982)
using the initial ALT-PE (Siedentop, Birdwell, & Metzler,1,979) to describe
an elementary physical education class and to compare the ALT-PE of high-,
medium-, and lor+-ski1led students.
Visual analysis of the DAC results for the entire unit indicated that
-
differences did exj.st in the behaviors of the physical education
teacher with the 1ow-skil1ed, average-ski1led, and high-skilled students.
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During the physical educdtion classes -Ehe teacher gave more infbrmatiofr-,
'onpraise, and acceptance t.o high-skilled students than to the average-sKilled
and low-skilled students. The teacher tended to give more direction and
criticism to and receive more predictable responses from Ehe average-
skilled and 1ow-skil1ed students. The most frequent interaction pattern
for all three groups of students wa6 teacher directions followed by
predictable student response. The majority of class Eime, however, was
spent giving feedback to the students during an activity or game. It is
important to note Ehat with the average-ski1led and low-ski11ed students,
feedback in the form of criticj-sm was one of the top 10 interaction
patterns (9-7).
0n a day-to-day comparison only slight differences in int.eractionsr
occurred among the 1ow-ski11ed, average-skilled, and high-ski1led students.
The high-skilled students received more praise, acceptance, and information
day-to-day than did the average-skilled and low-ski11ed students. These
differences in behaviors were more pronounced- in the beginning of the unit
when the teacher spent more time inst,ructing than toward the end of the
\
unit when the teach"r.*"\"..-pr-o-1i{i!B^Jeedback. At the beginning the teacher
i ,^lJ ' ""77 C\-'ogave more information to'describd the skills and background necessary'to
learn the activity; once learned, feedback riras given to improve. The
average-ski1led and low-skilled students received more direcEions followed
by teacher criticism as the unit progressed day-to-day.
The results of this study indicated that differences existed in the
behaviors and interactions of the physical education teacher with high-
ski1led, average-skil1ed, and 1ow-skilIed sLudents. These results were
similar to the results obtained by Martinek and Johnson (L979), Reisenweaver
(1980), and Streeter (1980) in physical education and by Brophy and Good
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(1970), CornbleEh, Davis, and Button (7972), Good, Sikes, and Brophy (7972),
and Jeter and Davis (L972) in educatj-on.
Using DAC, Martinek and Johnson (L979), Reisenweaver (1980), and
SEreeter (1980) all concluded that physical education teachers gave more
praise and acceptance of ideas and actions to the high-ski11ed students
than to the 1ow-ski1led students, which agrees with thb results found in
the present study. Crowe (L979) in a study using the Brophy-Good system,
also concluded that junior high physical education teachers gave more
praise and acceptance of ideas and actions to high achievers than to low
achievers. These results were also congruent to the results of studies.
conducted in education (Brophy & Good, L97O; Cornbleth et al., L972;
Good et a1. , 7972; Jeter & Davis , L972) .
Studies by Crowe (L979), Martinek and Johnson (1979), Reisenweaver
(1980), and SEreeter (1980) concluded that physical educaEion teachers had
a tendency t.o ask more questions of the high-skilled students than of the
low-skilled students. In this study, the teacher asked significantly more
questions of the high-ski1led students (15.92) than of the average-ski1led
students (6.07") and the 1ow-ski1led students (5.57.).
The amount of information given to the high-ski1led students by the
physical education teacher is similar to the results reported by
Reisenweaver (1980) and Streeter (1980), who concluded that high-ski11ed
students received more information from their teachers than did 1ow-
skilled students.
The physical education teacher in this study was found to give more
directions to the low-skilIed and average-skil1ed students than to high-
skilled students. These results concur with those of Reisenweaver (1980)
and Streeter (1980). It appears possible that teachers may believe 1ow-
????
??
??skilled and average-skil1ed students need more'guidance or need to
told what t.o do more than Ehe high-skil1ed students.
The use of criticism by the teacher in this study is similar to the
findings by Reisenweaver (1980) and Streeter (1980), who. found that
teachers gave significantly more criticism to the low-skilled students
than the high-ski1led student.s. These low-skil1ed students were
characterized by the highest percentage of student-iniEiated behaviors,
which in most cases were off-task behaviors, followed by Eeacher criticism
(e-t1.
The high-ski1led students in this study were characterized by more
interpretive behaviors, whereas average-skilled and low-ski11ed students
were' found to be more predictable in their responses. These results were
also found by Reisenweaver (1980) and Streeter (1980). The predictable
behavior of the average-ski1led and low-skilled students may be related
to the increased amount of directions given to these students by Ehe
teacher. The greater amount of interpretive behavior of the high-ski11ed
students may be relaLed to the greater amounts of praise, acceptance of
ideas, and use of questions exhiblted by the teacher toward these students.
The interaction patterns'and Eeaching behaviors of the teacher over
the entire unit, 12 classes, changed slightly on a day-to-day basis.
These results were similar to the results obtained by Lombardo (L979).
Aluhough the current investigation is different in its concept some
comparisons can be made. Lombardo (1979) used CAFIAS to study the
teaching behaviors and interaction patterns of four elementary physical
education teachers over 20 teaching days. Lombardo (1979) concluded
that teaching behaviors changed slightly over 20 teaching days. The
current investigation used DAC, which looks at the teacher only as he/she
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interacts with a specific student.or students. The results were similar
in'that the teaching behaviors of the teacher in the currdnt investigation
changed slightly over the 12 teaching days.
This study is the first to use the revised Acadbmic Learning Time in
Physical Education (ALT-PE) (Siedentop et a1., L982) to compare the academic
learning time in physical education of high:-skilled, averaBe-skilled, and
1ow-ski11ed elementary students on a day-to-day basis for an entire unit.
A similar study by Shute et a1. (1982) used the original ALT-PE system
(Siedentop et a1., 7979) to compare the ALT-PE of high-, medium-, and low-
skilled students in elementary movement classes.
Visual compari-sons of Table 5 indicated differences existed among the
high-skil1ed, average-skilled, and low-skil1ed students. There rdere
minimal differences among the three groups at the context 1eve1. The two
distinct differences found were that the high-ski1led students recei-ved
more information about the technique of the activity and participated more
in game play than the low-skilled and average-ski1led students. The lack
of differences aE Ehe context leve1 was to be expected. The contexL level
measures and describes the activity of the whole class, and all three
groups of students were members of that class. Essentially there should
be very little difference among the high-skilled; average-ski1Ied, and 1ow-
skilled studenEs at the contexL 1eve1.
The most significant difference among the high-ski11ed, average-
ski1led, and lor"r-skilled students occurred at the learner involvement 1evel.
The low-ski11ed and average-skilled students wdie not engaged for a greater
percentage of the time than the high-skil1ed students. Students in all
groups spent considerable time waiting since this was a gymnastics unit
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characterized by students' time spent waiting in lines to participate on
apparatus. The instructor could have used better class management to.,
decrease the waiting time of students by using other students to spot or
more mats to practice tumbling while waiting for a turn at a particular
station.
Differences among the three groups were found in the amount of time
devoted to interim activities and the amount of time spent in off-task
activities. The high-skilled students were involved in interim activities
17.27" of the Eime compared to L% of. the time for the average-skilled and
.82 of the time for the 1ow-skilled students. One possible reason the
high-skilled students spent more time in interim is Ehat they more easily
completed their assigned task and were able to move on to the next station
sooner and also able to move to more stati-ons. The low-ski11ed students
were off-task 7.27. of the time as compared to 6.8% of the time for the
average-ski1led, and onLy 2.5% of. the time for the high-skil1ed students.
This could possibly be related to the amount of not-engaged activity
taking place because of class structure; the high-skil1ed students spent
less t,i-me in off-task activities by moving to shorter lines or by helping
other st,udents in c1ass.
Analysis of the data indicated differences among Ehe high-skil1ed,
average-skilled, and low-ski11ed students in their involvement during the
unit. The high-ski1led students were motor engaged 7.8% more than the
average-ski11ed students, and t.he high-skilled percentage was LO.7Z nore
than the low-skilled studentsr. The high-ski11ed students spent 27.62 of
the Eime j.n motor appropriate activities as compared to 20.2% of. Ehe time
for the average-ski1led and 15.3% for Ehe low-skilled students. Motor
engagement could have been increased by the teacher by structuring Ehe
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learning environment better, such as making use of task cards or using
more stations with student assistance (spotting).
Most of the investigations completed up to this point have utilized
the original ALT-PE system (Siedentop et a1., 7979) (see Appendix G). The
current research project used the revised ALT-PE system (Siedentop et a1.,
L982) which uses a group-focused context decision and an individually
focused learner decision format. Subject knowledge and subject matter
motor in Lhe revised system contain categories that are almost the same as
the PE content 1evel in the original system. Sub-categories in the general
cont,ent category are similar in both systems with the only exception being
that the category of warm-up in the revised system replaced waiting in the
original system. Motor engaged in the revised'system is similar to engaged
responding in the original system. The amount of ALT-PE in the original
system is calculated by motor activiEy at three 1evels: an easy, medium;
and hard 1eve1; whereas ALT-PE in the revised system is equivalent to the
percentage of t.ime in the category of motor appropriate activity. Many of
Ehe other caEegories are very similar for both systems.
Although the current investigation is different in its concept some
comparj-sons can be made with the studies done by Metzler (1979) and
Shute"et aI. (1982). The general content figures of 32.4% for the low-
skilled, 3L.67. for the average-skil1ed, and 32.27. for the high-skil1ed
students were slightly higher than the 26% reported by Metzler (1979) and
higher than"observed by Shute'et al. (1982) in movement education classes.
The PE contenL percentages recorded by Shute et a1. (1982) can be
compared to the'Combined percentages subject matter'motor category and
the subject knowledge caLegory of this sEudy. The 67.57. for low-ski1led,
68.2% for average-skiIled, and 67.62 for the high-ski11ed students was'
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lower than the 782 recorded for 1ow-ski1led students and 80% recorded for
the high-skilIed students.efott"d by Shute et a1. (1982) in movemenL
education classes. This-might be attributed to the nature of the unj-t.
This study involved a gymnastics unit in which- most of the students I time
would be involved in practicing stunts or waiEing in lines for individual
Lurns. The Shute et"al. (1982) study was involved in movement education
classes with more time and opportuniEy for game play and for indj-vidualized
)
actuivi-Ey i,t{ \/, 
- 
2' \
Lr) 'A significant comparison can be made between this study and Metzler \a --"'r-- I(Lg7g) and Shut.e et al. (1982) in the area of subject matter motor. 
t
IMetzler (1979) reported that scrimmage was practically nonexistent, while \
)
ski1l practice and game conditions comprised 562 of the total PE context "-J
(subject motor) rgcorded. Shute et a1. (1982) reported similar data with
452 of the class time spent in practice and scrimmage. In this study
ski11 pracEice and game play percentages were considerably higher when
compared Eo the previous studies. The high-ski1led were involved 62.27,,
average-skilled 63.57,, and the 1ow-ski11ed students 62.87" of the Eime.
(1982). These studies concluded that physical education classes had a
relatively equal amount of engaged and not-engaged time. In this study
the students had a not-engaged percentage considerably higher than their
engaged percentage. The low-skilled were not engaged 76.87. of the ti-me,
the average-skilled 73.97., and Lhe high-skilled students 66.17.
Essentially, this indicates that the students spent more time inactive as
opposed to actively parEicipating.
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Since the physical- education setting was poorly structured by the
teacher, the high-skil1ed studenfs tended to move to ttre front of the
lines and the low-skil1ed and average-skiI1ed students moved to the back
of the lines. This led the 1ow-ski11ed (7.2%) and the average-skilled
students (6.8D to have a higher percentage of off-task Ehan the high-
skilled studenEs (2.57.). The percentage of off-task behaviors in this
study is relatively low compared to the amount of off-task behaviors found'
by Metzler (1979) and Shute et al. (1982). The amount of time the students
spent waiting can be compared to previous studies. Metzler (1979) found
that the waiting percentage was 27.57. and Shute et a1. (1982) found a
waiting percentage of 242 as compared to the waiting percentage in this
study of the low-ski11ed (42.77.), average-ski11ed (39,97"), and high-skilled
students (32.57"). The results were considerably higher in this investiga-
. tion, buL this may be due to the way the subject was taught and the
way the class was structured by the teacher. This unit was poorly organized
by the teacher and resulted in a considerable amount of inactiviEy.
The ALT-PE data in this st.udy can be compared to the ALT-PE (M) data
found in the Shute et al. (1982) study. Shute et al. (1982) reported the
ALT-PE (M) data for high-ski11ed students n a"16,) for medium-skj-lled
z-\ *
students 1L7., and for low-skilled students !,32.;--In this study the ALT-PEt' -''
is reflected in"the motcir appropriate categtry. The high-skilled students'
were motor appropr ,rate 27.67" of the time, average-skilled 20.27.. and the
low-skilled 15.32. The differences may pdssibly be due to the different
subject matter being taught. This also led to the students being more
inactive a considerable amount of the time and resulted in. the 1ow-ski11ed
(6.67.), and the average-skil1ed (4.27.), and the high-ski1led (3.0%)
students being more motor inappropriate.
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The ALT―PE data also revealed small diffёrences among the high一
skilled, average― skilled, and low―skilled students on a day―o―day basis
for an entire unit of instruction.  The ALT engaged ratio (see Figure 17)
reflects the appropriateness of the instructional design.  Initially the
ratio was high for all three groups, but it decreased as the un■t progressed.
This was due to the fact that the students were involved in not―engag d
activ■ties more as the un■t proceeded.
Visual comparisons of the DAC data day―to―day (Figures 2-10)and the
ALT―PE data day―to―day (Figures ll-19)permit the drawing of tentative
relationships between the teacher's behaviors and student involvement
throughout the unit.  The high―skilled students received more praise,
acceptance, and information than the low―sk lled d average―skilled
studentse  The high―skilled students・accumulated slightly more ALT―PE than
the average―skilled and the low―skilled students which possibly resulted
■n more pra■se nd acceptance on a day―to―day bas■se  The low―skilled
and average―skilled students received more cr■tic■sm than the high―skilled
students and were off―task and unsuccessful or ■nappropr■ately engagOd
more often than the high― Skilled students on a day―to―day basis.
Further relationships between the ALT―PE data and the DAC data can be
made using thetcombined DAC (Figure l)and the cOmbined ALT―PE perce tages
for the unit (Table 5).  The high―skilled students received more praise,
acceptance, and information than the average―skilled and low―ski led
studentso  As seen in.Table 5, the high― skilled students were on― task
23.0% of the time as compared to 19,.5% for the averpge―skilled and 19.3%
for the low―skillёd studentS; this findiCateS that they performed the
manager■al, trans■tional tasks, and warm―up activ■ies n the prescr■b d
manner, as directed iby the leachere  The riLh_skilldd students were motor
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appropriate 27.67. of. the time as compared to 20.27. for the average-skil1ed
and 15 .3% for the 1ow-skil1ed. The greater success experienced in
performing motor activities by the high-skilled students likely resulted
in them receiving more praise from the teacher.
The low-stiffea and average-ski11ed students received more criticism
and direcLions than the high-skilled students (Figure 1). The 1ow-skilled
and average-ski11ed students were off-task 7.2% of. the time as compared
to the'average-skilled 6.82, and the high-skil1-.ed 2.52 (Table 3). AIso
contribuLing Eo teacher criticism could be the fact that the 1ow-ski11ed
(6,67") and the average-skilled (4.27") had a higher percent of inappropriate
motor activit.y than the high-ski1led students (3 .OZ).
These data seemed to-suggest possible relationships between the DAC
and ALT-PE instruments. The high-skilled students received more praise,
accepEance, and information, and they had a higher percentage of being
on-task and motor appropriate than the low-skil1ed and average-skilled
students. The 1ow-ski1led and average-skilled students received'more
criticism and directions, had predictable responses, and were off-task and
motor-inappropriate more than the high-skil1ed students. The high-skil1ed
students r-eceived praise for doing what they were supposed Eo be doing,
and the 1ow-ski11ed and average-sk111ed received more criticism for not
doing what Ehey were instructed Lo do.
Summarv
This study was the first to use DAC and ALT-PE (Siedentop et a1., 7982)
in investigating the interaction behavior patterns of a physical education
teacher with 1ow-ski1led, average-ski11ed, and high-ski1led studeirts for
an entire unit. Visual analysis of the data revealed that differences
existed in the behaviors of the physical education teacher toward 1ow-
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ski11ed, average-skilled, and high-ski1led students.
Visual interpretation of the DAC data 1ed to the rejection of the
nu11 hypothesis that no differences would exist in the teaching i-nteraction
patterns of the physical education teacher Loward low-ski1fed, average-
skilled, and high-skil1ed students. The teacher exhibited more praise and
more acceptance of ideas and gave more informatj-on to the high-skilled
sEudents than to the average-skilled and low-skilled students. The 1ow-
skilled and average-skil1ed students received more criticism and directions
than the high-skilled students. The high-skilled students were
characterized by interpretive behavior, whereas the low-ski1led and average-
skilled students were more predictable in their responses. The results of
this study are similar to Ehose found by Martinek and Johnson (1979),
Reisenweaver (1980), and Streeter (1980).
Visual analysis of the ALT―PE data led to the rejection of the null
hypothesis that stated there would be no significant differences in the
ALT―PE of the high…skilled, average―skilled, and´low―skilled students.
Visual interpretation revealed the ALT―PE rang frOm 27.9% for the high―
skilled student, and 15。3Z for the low―skilled students.  The high―killed
students' ALT―PE was sign■f cantly higher day―to―day than the average―
skilled and low―ski led students'。  No iceable differences were found in
the engaged motor and not―engage m or activ■ties.  The not―engaged,
wa■ting; nqt―engaged, off―task: and engaged motor―■nappropr■ate
percentages were higher for the'low―skillcid'students and average―killed
students, while the not―engaged, ontask and engaged, motor appropr■ate
favored the high―skil■ed studente  The,low―skilled and average―skilled
waited longer in lines, WhiCh led to off―task behaviors more than the high―
skilled students.  The high―killed students were・■ volved w■th less
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waiting, more dtiff practice, and greaEer movement among pieces of
apparatus than Ehe low-ski11ed students and average-skil1ed students.
The findings of this investigation differed to varying degrees from
the results of Academic Learning Time in Physical Education studies
conducted by Metzler (1979) and Shute et a1. (1982). These studies used
the early version of the ALT-PE instrument (Siedentop et a1-., 1979) while
this investigation used the revised ALT-PE instrument (Siedentop et a1. ,
1982). Comparisons can be made but they must be made carefully.
Visual comparisons of the DAC and ALT-PE data revealed some relation-
ships between the two systems for the high-skil1ed, average-ski1Ied, and
1ow-skil1ed studenLs. The high-skilled students received more praise and
more acceptance, and were motor appropriate and on-task a higher percentage
of the time than the 1ow-skilled students and the average-skilled students'.
The low-skilled students and average:-ski11ed students received more
criticism and directions, and were motor-inappropriate and off-task more
than the high-skiIled students. Simply stated, the high-skilled students
were involved in activities they were supposed to be -involved with and
received praise and acceptance from Ehe teacher. The low-ski11ed and
average-skilled students were involved in activities Ehat were not
appropriate for t.he classroom and received criticism and more directions
from the teacher.
Chapter 6
SI.JMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ruRTHER STUDY
Summarv
This investigation was conducted to compare the Eeaching interaction
patterns of a male elementary physical education teacher with high-ski11ed,
average-skilled, and low-skil1ed students and Ehe amount of ALT-PE accrued
by these students on a day-to-day basis for an entire unit of instruction.
The subjecE was a male physical education t^eacher at the elementary 1evel
from the Albany, New York area. The teacher ranked his students according
Eo skill leve1 in Lhe activity of this particular unit. The top 33% were
identified as high-skil1ed, the middle 337" were identified as average-
ski11ed, and the lowest 337" were identified as low;skil1ed students. Two
students from each ski1l grouping were randomly selected for obseivation.
The teacher lras videotaped for an entire unit, 12 classes, during the
1981-1982 school year.
Data were obtained from the 12 videotapes for the teacher and analyzed
with the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) to assess teacher-student
interactions, and the Academic Learning Time in Physical Education (ALT-PE)
instrumenE to describe student involvement. The data collected from the
coding of DAC were transferred onto computer cards for computer analysis.
The data were compiled into percentages for the 20 variables
identified by DAC and compared visual1y. The data collected for ALT-PE
were computed manually, and the data compiled into percentages
for the ALT-PE parameters, which were also compared by visual analysis.
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Visual comparisohs of the teacherst interactions with low-skifled,
average-skilled, and high-skilled students indicated differences did exlst.
The teacher gave more praise, acceptance, and information to the high-
skilled students. More interpretive behavior was exhibited by the high-
skilled students than by low-ski11ed and average-skilled students. The )
average-skilled and 1ow-ski11ed students received more criticism and more
directions, which resulted in more predictable student responses, than did
the high-skil1ed studenEs. The Eeacher spent a majority of time in the
unit providing feedback for the students as they progressed day-to-day.
Examination of the DAC data resulted in the finding that there were
significant differences in the interaction patterns of the ueacher as he
interacted with high-skil1ed,. average-ski11ed, and low-skilled students.
Visual comparj-sons of the data found in this study resulted in the rejecLion
of t.he nul1 hypothesis which stated there would be no significant difference
in the interaction patterns of the elementary physical education.teacher
with high-ski1led, average-ski1led, and low-skil1ed students.
F
r-. Examination of'the ALT-PE data resulted in the finding that
significant differences in accumulated ALT-PE existed among the low-ski11ed,
'average-skil1ed, and high-ski1led students. 'i The high-skil1ed students :, b';Jr
spent a greater amount of time involved in on-task and int"iirr'l'at*uar"=.,
,',..: ) ( tt\.
they..al-so".accr.ued more ALT-PE. -'The low-skilled and averd-fe-skilled
students had a greater percentage of waitinB, and off-task activities and
/.,1 t \'
more motor'inappropriate activitfi'A11 thrbe groups of students had a
high percentdge bf inactivity due, in part, to the poor organization of
the class by the teacher. The,studerits spbnt a considerable amount of
t:-mJ waiting in lihes- to participate in class-activities. Visual
comparisons' of the data found, in fhis 'study'resdlted in the rejection
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of the nul1 hypothesis which stated there would be no significant
difference in the ALT-PE of 1ow-skilled, average-skilled, and high-skil1ed
students.
+ The DAC data and the ALT-PE data, when viewed, suggest a tentative
relationship between teacher behavior and student involvement during
classes. The high-ski1led students received more praise, acceptance, and
information; this may be due to the fact they had a higher percentage of
being on-task and motor appropriate more than the low-ski1led and average-
skilled students. The 1ow-ski11ed and average-skilled students received
more criticism and directions and had predictable responses; this may be
due to the fact that they were off-task and motor-j-nappropriate more than
the high-skilled students.
Conclusions
The results of this study 1ed to the following conclusions regarding
Ehe interaction behavior patterns of a male physical educ'ation teacher in
his interactions with low-ski1led, average-skil1ed, and high-skil1ed
students and the accumulated ALT-PE of low-skil1ed, average-ski1led, and
high-ski1led students on a day-to-day basis for an entire unit of
instruction.
1. The interaction patterns of the physical education teacher were
not the'same with high-ski1led, average-skilled, and low-skilled st,udents.
2. The physical education teacher gave more praise and more
acceptance of ideas to high-ski11ed students than to average-skilled and
low-ski11ed students.
3。  The phys■cal education teacher rece■ved more ■nt rpretive
responses from the hiLh―Skilled students than from the low―skilled and
average―skil■ed studentse
4. The physical education teacher
responses from the average-skilled and
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received more predictable
low-ski11ed students than from the
high-ski1led students.
5. The physical education teacher gave more information to the higii-
skilled students than to the average-ski11ed and iow-ski11ed students.
6. The physical education teacher's interactions and behaviors with
high-skil1ed, average-skil1ed, and low-ski11ed students changed slightly
over the se of the unit.
7, There were no significant differences in the Context Level for
Ehe high-skilled, aVerage-skilled, and 1ow-ski11ed students.
8. The high-skilled students spent more time in motor engaged
activities than the average-skil1ed and low-skilled students.
g. The high-skil1ed students were actively engaged in motor responses
more than the average-skil1ed and low-ski11ed students.
10. The high-skil1ed, average-skilled, and 1ow-ski1led studenLs spent
a considerable amount of time inactively waiting Eo participate in an
activity.
11. The amount of ALT-PE changed slightly on a day-to-day basis for
the high-skil1ed, average-skilled, and 1ow-ski1led students.
Recommendations for Further Studv
The following recommendations are suggested for further study:
1. A replication of this study could be undert,aken using a larger
number of teachers and students.
2. Conduct a similar study at the secondary 1evel.
3. A similar study using 1ow-ski11ed, average-ski1led, and high-
skilled athletes in an athletic setting could be undertaken.
B3
4. A similar study comparing a male and a female physical education
teacher could be instituted.
tl
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
TEACHER'S COPY
The purpose of this stud\y is to compare the teaching interaction
paEterns of a physical education teacher r{iEh high-skilled, average-skilled,
and low-skilled students on a day-to-day basis for an entire unit of
instructj-on and the academic learning time expressed by these sEudents.
The subject is a male elementary physical education teacher from the
Albany, New York area. The teacher will be videotaped for an entire unit,
12 clAsses, during the 1981-1982 school year. The teacher will be asked
to wear a wireless microphone and will be filmed using a videotape machine.
At no time will Ehe teacher?s normal actions be affected by the taping.
Each tape will be coded using Ehe Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS and the
Academic Learning Time in Physical Education. At the end of the unit, Lhe
teacher will be asked to rank his students as high-ski1led, average-ski11ed
and low-ski11ed according to their ability for this particular unit.
It is assured that names in this sEudy will be kept in the strictesE
confidence. Taping is solely for the purpose of this study and will only
be available to the researcher, Dr. Victor H. Mancini, and the teacher
involved. Data analysis on information gathered on your classes will be
available for review upon request. Thank you.
Researcher: Michael A. Ryan
Yes, I agree to participate in this study.
No, I do not agree to participate in this study.
Signature
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Date
Appendix B
INFORI"IED CONSENT FORM
PARENT'S COPY
The study in which your son/daughter is asked to participate is
looking at the interacEion behavior patterns of an elementary physical
education teacher with his students for an entire unit of instruction.
During class your son/daughter will be videotaped 12 times during Ehe
1981-1982 school year. The taping will not interfere wiEh his/her normal
actions in c1ass.
It is assured that names in this study will be kept strictly
confidenEial. If you.do not liave any questions and are willing to let your
son/daughter be a subject'in this study, please sign your name be1ow.
Thank you,
Michael A. Ryan
Student's Name
Parent r s Signature
Date
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Appendix C
CODERtS RELIABILITY FOR SELECTED
SUB」ECTS USINC SPEARllAN'S r
‐
Class 3a
Top 10
Ce11sb
Rank 0bservation
0nec
Rank ObservaEion
Two
dd d2
6-8
8-3
5-9
8-6
8 -ヽ5
8ヽ-8ヽ
5-5
4-8
5-8
9-7
1.0
2。0
3.5
3.5
5.5
5。5
7.0
9。0
9。0
9。0
1。0
2。0
3.0
4.0
6.0
5。0
7.0
8.0
9。0
10.0
.00
。00
.50
.50
-.50
.50
。00
1.00
。00
-1。00
.00
。00
。25
.25
。25
.25
.00
1。00
。00
1.00
Total 3。00
u.gl2l 
.
bTop t0 ce1ls listed refer
cRank observation one and
to the order of
rank observation
coder'" nurn".ical frequency.
two refer'to the origin of
coding.
d-
-d refers to the differences between
observati-on one and observation two.
=
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the ranks of each ce11 for
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Appendix C (c'oniinued)
Class 6a
Top 10
Cellsb
Rank Observation
0nec
Rank Observation
Two
dd d2
8 -ヽ6
6-8
6-8ヽ
5-5
8-6
8 -ヽ2
8 -ヽ6
8 -ヽ5
ヘ ーヽ
4-8
1.0
2.0
3。0
4。0
5。0
6.0
7。0
8.0
9。0
10。0
1.0
2.0
・ 4。0
3.0
5。0
6.5
6.5
9.0
8。0
10.0
.00
。00
-1.00
1.00
。00
- .50
.50
-1。00
1。00
。00
。00
。00
1。00
1。00
.00
。25
.25
1。00
1.00
.00
Total 4.50
^.glz7 .
bTop tO cells listed refer to the order of coderts numerical frequency.
cRank observation one and rank observation two refer to the origin of
coding.
d.cl reters
observation one
to the differences between the ranks of each cel1 for
and two.
Appe,diX D
INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT
Class l
Observer 1 Observer 2
PercenE
AgreemenE
Intervals Recorded
Categories
Context Level
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Itlarm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Break
Subject Motor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
Off-camera (r')
11
0
11
12
4
0
0
0
0
12
0
10
11
91.6
100。0
92.3
100。0
97.3
100。0
37
0
0
0
6
4
0
0
0
0
38
0
0
0
6
88
89
Appendix D (continued)
Observer 1 Observer 2
Percent
Agreement
Intervals Recorded
Categories
Learner Involvement
Not Engaged
Interim
On-task
0ff-task
h/aiting
Engaged
Motor appropriate
Motor inappropriate
Motor supporting
Off-camera (*)
1
19
0
15
28
0
0
7
1
19
0
16
29
10
0
6
100。0
100。0
93。7
96.6
90。0
85.7
Note. Off-camera ('\) denotes when subjects were not in view of
observers recording.
Appendix D (continued)
Class 9
90
Observer 1 Observer 2
Percent
Agreement
Intervals Recorded
Cate80■■es
Context Level
General ConLent
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Break
Subject Motor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
FitneSs
L2
t2
0
0
L2
L2
0
0
0
0
4t
o
0
0
13
13
0
0
13
11
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
92.3
92.3
92.3
91.6
97.6
91
Appendix D (continued)
Categories
Intervals Recorded Percent
Observerl Observer2 Agreement
Ledrner Involvement
Not Engaged
Interim
0n-task
0ff-task
Waiting
Engaged
Motor appropriat.e
Motor inappropriate
Motor supporting
7
9
9
10
27
15
0
6
10
8
11
85.7
90.0
88.8
90.0
96.4
93.3
???
???
??
APPendix E
THE CATEGORIES OF CAFIAS1
Categories 2-17 Teacher Behaviors
Categories 8-19 Student Behaviors
CaEegories
Category 10
Cacegory 20
Verbal
Confusion
Si lence
Relevant
Behaviors Nonverbal
2-L2
2
Praises, jokes,
commands' encourages
L2
Smiles, nods with smile
(energetic) winks, laughs
Face:
PosEure: Claps hands' pats on shoulder,
Places hand on head of sEu-
denE, wrings student t s hand,
embraces joYfullY, laughs Eo
encourage' sPots in gYmnastics'
helPs child over obstacles
3-13 Accepts, clarifies, Face:
uses, and develoPs
suggestion and feelings
by the learner Posture:
13
Nods without smilingr tilts
head in emPathet.ic reflecEion'
sighs empatheEicallY
Shakes hands, embraces
sympathet.icallY, Places hand
on shoulder, Puts arm around
shoulder or waist, catches
implement thrown bY sEudent 
'
accepts facilities
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Appendix E (continued)
Rel evant
i]ehaviors Nonver ba I
L4
4-I4 Asks questions Face: Wrinkles brow, opens mouth,
requiiing studenE turns head with quizzi-cal-
answer look
PosEure: Places hands in air' waves
fingers to and fro antici-
pat.ing answer, stares awaiting
answer, scratches head 
' 
cuPS
hand to ear, stands still
half turned towards Person'
awaits answer
5-15 Gives facEs,
15
Face: Whispers words inaudiblY,
opinions, exPresses. sings, or whistles
ideas, or asks Posture: Gesticulates, draws, wriEes,
rheEorical questions demonstraEes activities, points
6
6-L6 Gives directions
or orders
16
Face: Points with head, beckons wiEh
head, yells at
PosEure: Points finger, blows whistle,
holds body erecE while barking
commands, pushes child through
a movemenE, pushes a child in
a given'direction
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Cate80ries     ″t  Verbal    l     l:吉:;]:is   4     Nonverbal??
?
7                                  17
7-17 多 Cr■tic.zes, exprosses tレ Face:    Gr■maces, 8rowls, frowns,
anger or' disErust 
'
sarcastic or extreme
self-reference
drops head, throws head back
in derisive laughter, ro1ls
eyes, bites, spits, butts
wit.h head, shakes head
PosEure: Hits, Pushes away' Pinches,
grapples with, Pushes hand at
student, drops hand in disgust,
bangs table, damages equiPment;
throws things down
not requiring thinking
beyond the comprehension
phase of knowledge
(after Bloom)
18
questions or directions,
responds to any action with
minimal nervous activity,
robot-like
8
8-18 Student response that Face: Poker face response' nod,
is enEirely predicEable, shake, gives sma11 8,runts,
such as obedience to quick smile
orders, andoresponses Posture: Moves mechanically to
|~
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Appehdix E (continued)
Relevant
Behav■ors Nonverbal
Eine (8ヽ)
&
Eineteen
(]L8)ヽ
Eine (8\ )
Predictable student Face:
response requiring
some measure of Posture:
evaluation and synthesis
from the studenE, but
must remain within Ehe
province of predictabilirY.
The initial behavior was
in response to teacher
initiation
Eineteen ( 18\ )
Itl.ihat t s more, Sir" look, eYes
sparkling
Adds movements Eo those given
or expected, tries to show
some arrangement requiring
addicional thinking, €.8.,
works on gymnastic routine,
dribbles' basketball, all game
playing
9-19
9
Pupil-initiated Ealk
that is purely the
resulE of their own
initiative and that
could not be predicted
19
InterrupEing sounds, gasPs,
sighs
Puts hands up Eo ask questions,
gets up and walks around
without provocation, begins
creative movement education,
makes up own games, makes up
oh,n movements, shows iniEiative
in supportive movement, intro-
duces new movements into games
noE predicuable in the rules
of the games
Face:`
Posture:
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Categories Verbal
Appendix E (conrinued)
Relevant
Behaviors Nonverbal
10 20
10-20 Stands for confusion, Face: Silence, children sitting
doing nothing, noiselesslY
arfaiting teacher just Prior
to teacher enEry, eLc.
chaos, disorder, noise,
much noise
lCited from Cheffers, Amidon, and Rodgers (1974, pp. 15-17)。
Appendix F
THE REVISED CATEGORIES OF ALT-PEI
Context Level
The first leve1 of decision making focuses on Ehe class as a whole
(or a subset of the class) and is designed to describe the context within
which student behavior is occurring. There are three major subdivisions
at the context level--general conEenE., subject matter knowledge content'
and subjecE maEEer motor content-
General Content
SM Knowledpe Content
SM Motor Content
refers to class time when studenEs are
noE inEended to be involved in physical
education activiEies.
refers to class time. when the primary
focus is on knowledge related to
physical education content.
refers Eo class time when t.he primary
focus is on motor involvement in
physical education activities.
Each of the three main subdivisions at. the context level has categories
which describe more specifically-the naEure of the setting within which
individual student behavior is occurring. These categories are defined as
follows.
General Content CatёRories
Transit=on (T) ' Time devoted t.o managerial and
organi'zational activities relaEed to
instruction such as team selection,
changing equipment, moving from one'
space to anoEher, changing stations'
teacher explanation of an organizational
arrangemenE, and changing activities
within a ledson.
Ti-me devoted to class business that is
unrelated to instructional activity
such as taking attendance, discussing
a field trip, lecturing about
appropriate behavior in the gymnasium,
or collecting money for the yearbook.
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Management (M)
Break (B)
I{arm Up (WU)
Subject Matter Knowledge Cate8oriёs
Technique (TN)
Strategy (ST)
Rules (R)
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Time devoted to rest and/or discussion
of nonsubject matter related issues
such as getting a drink of water,
talking about last nightrs ball game,
telling jokes, celebrating the birthday
of a class member, or discussing the
results of a student election.
tire aerired to routine executibn of
physical activit.ies'whose purpose is
to prepare the individual for engaging
in further activity, but not designed
to alter the state of the individual on
a long Eerm basis, such as a Period of
light exercises to begin a c1ass,
stretching exercises prior to a lesson,
or a cooling down activiLy Eo termindte
a lesson.
Time devoted to Eransmitting information
concerning the physical form (topography)
of a motor skill such as listening to
a lecture, watching a demonsEraEion,
or watching a film.
Time devoted to Eransmitting information
concerning plans of action for performing
either individually or as a group such
as explanaEion of a zone defense,
demonstration of an individual move, or
discussion of how best Lo move the ball
down a fie1d.
Time devoted to transmiEting information
about regulat.ions which govern acti_viEy
related io the subject matter such "as
explanation of the rules of a game,
demonstraEion of a specific rule viola-
tion, or viewing a'film depicting the
rules of volleyball (time detoted to
transmiEting information about rules
governing general sEudent behavior in
physical education are coded management).
Appendix
SociaI Behavior (SB)
Background (BK)
Subject Matter Motor Cate8ories
Skill Practice (P)
Scrimmage/rout.ine (S)
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Time devoted Eo transmiEEing informa-
tibn about appropriate and inappopriate
ways of behavi-ng within the context of
the activity such as explanation of
whaE constitutes sPortsmanship in soccer 'discussion of the ethics of reporting
onets own violations in a game, or
explanations of proper ways to respond
to officials in a game.
'Time devoted to transmitting information
about a subject matter acEivity such as
its historY, traditions' rituals,
heroes, heroines, records, importance
in later 1ife, or relaEionshiP to
fi rnesb .
Time devoted to pract.ice of skills or
chains of skills outside the applied
context with the primary goal of skill
development, such as a circle drill in
passing a volleybal1, one against', one
practi-e of dribbling a basketball 
'
exploration of movement forms,
practicing the Schottische step, or
pract.icing a particular skill on a
balance beam.
Time devoted t.o refinement and
extension of skills in an aPPlied
setting (in a setting which is like or
sirnulat.es the setting in which the
skill is actuallY used) and during
which there is frequent insEruction and
feedback for the participants--such as
a half court five on five baskeEball
acEivity, the pracEice of a complete
free exercise routine, six agaiirst six
volleyball (a11 with instructions'
suggestions, and feedback during the
scrimmage).
Time devoted to the aPPlication of
ski11s in a game or competitive setting
when the participant.s perform without
inEervention from the instructor/coach--
such as a vo1leybal1 game, a compleEe
balance beam rouEine, the performance
of a folk dance, or running a half-mile
race.
Game (G)
Appendix F (continued)
learner(s) and is designed to describe the
involvement in a more specific way. There
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Time devoted to activities whose major
purpose is to alLer the physical staEe
of t.he individual in terms of strength'
cardiovascular endurance, or flexibitity
such as aerobic dance, distance running,
weight lifting, or agility training(che activit.ies should be of sufficient
intensit.y, frequency, and duration so
as to alter Ehe state of the individual)
nature of the learner(s)
are two major subdivisions at
Fitness (F)
Learner Involvement Level
The second level of decision making focuses on Ehe individual
t.he learner involvement
Not Motor Engaged
1eve1--not-moLor-engaged and motor-engaged.
Motor Engaged
refers to all involvement other than
moEor involvemenE wiEh subject-matter-
oriented motor activities.
refers to moEor involvement wiEh
sub ject-matter-oriented motor
activiEies.
Each of the Eh,o main subdivisions at. t.he learner involvement level has
caEegories which describe more specifically the naEure of the learnerts
involvement. These categories are defined as follows.
Not Motor Engaged Categories
InEerim (I) The stu'dent is engaged in a non-
instrtictional aspect of an ongoing
acEivitt such as retrieving balls'
fixing equipmenE, retrieving arrows 
'or changing sides of a court in a
tennis maEch.
Student has completed a task and is
awaiting the next instructions or
opportuniEy Eo respond such as waiting
in line for a turn, having arrived aE
an assigned space waiting for the next
teacher direction, standing on a side-
line rvaiting to get in a Bame, or
having organized into -the appropriate'
formation waiEing for an acEivity Eo
begin.
l,Jaiting (W)
0ff-rask (0F)
On―task (ON)
Cognitive (C)
Motor EngaRed CaEegories
Motor appropriate (l'lA)
Motor inappropriate (MI)
Supporting (MS)
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The studenE is either not engaged in 'an
activity he/she should be engaged in or
is engaged in activity other than the
one he/she should be engaged in--
behavior disruptions, misbehavior, and
general off-task behavior, such as
talking when a teacher is explaining a
ski11, misusing equiPmenE, fooling
dround, fighting, disrupting a dril1
through inaPProPriate behavior.
The stude'nt is appropriately engaged
carrying out an assigned non-subject
matter t.ask (a managiement task, a
transition task, a warm up task) such
as moving"into squads,- helping to place
equipment, counting off, doing warm up
exercises, or moving from the gym to a
playing fie1d.
The sEudent is appropriately involved
in a cognitive task such as listening
to a Eeacher describe a game, list'ening
Eo verbal instructions about how to
organize, watching a demonstratibn'
participating in a discussion, or
watching a film.
The student is engaged in a subject
matter moEor activity in such a vray as
to produce a high degree of success.
The student is engaged in a subjecE-
maEter-oriented motor activity but Ehe
activiEy-task is either t.oo difficult
for the' individualrs capabilities or
the task is so easy that practicing it
could not contribute to lesson goals.
The student is engaged in subjecE maEter
motor activity Ehe purpose of which is
to assisE oEhers learn or perform the
activity such as spot.ting in gymnastics,
feeding balls to a hitter in a tennis
lesson, throwing a volleYball to a
partner who is practicing set up passing'
or clapping a rhythm for a grouP of
sEudents who are practicing a movement
paEtern.
Appendi x
lcited from SiedentoP, TOuSignant, and Parker (1982, p. 11-15).
Appendix G
THE ORIGINAL CATEGORIES OF ALT-PEI
Setting level--describes the general instrucLion sErategy of the observed
movemenf.
Direct InstrucEion (D). Teacher controls focus and pacing of the
instrucEion.
Task Instruction (T). Instruction defined by task--multiple staEion
and'/or multiple Eask.
Reciproqal. (R). Students in identifiable pairs for iristruction and
feedback
Group (G). Same function as reciprocal with large grouP.
Guided Discoverv (GD). Teacher leads students toward predeEermined
goal through series of sequenced prompEs.
Problem Solving (P). Teacher controls instruction Ehrough sequenced
problems in which alternative soluEions are possible.
Content-General--describes Ehe focus of the instructional content of the
observed movement.
Wei! (W). Periods of no acEivity and no movement prior Eo and
between activiEies.
Transition (T). Periods of change from one activiEy Eo another,
including lining up or quieting down for Ehe next activity.
Ihnagement (M). Time devoted to practice business which is unrelated
to the instructional activit.ies of the day.
Break (B). Intentional periods of no activity to rest students, drink
water, etc. Breaks musE be iniEiaEed by the coach.
to2
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Content-General (concinued )
Non-academic Instruction (N). Activit.ies which fall outside the
such as rapport-building activities.domain of focused instrucEion,
ConEenE-Physical Education
Ski11 Practice (P). ParticipaEion in drills and other instructional
activities in which t.he primary goal is individual ski11 developmenE.
Scrimmage (S). Controlled group pracEice in which instruction and
feedback are frequent. It includes the simulat.ion and/or modifica-
tion of game playing to focus upon a specific instructional point.
Gamg (G). Practice under game conditions-
Fitness (F). Repetitive activities for fitness development. Includes
warm-up and cool-down activities, such as streEching.
Other Motor Activitv (0). Motor activit.y unrelated Eo specific goals
of the dayts insEruction is other motor activity.
Knowledge Focus (K). Activities which have knowledge about ski11,
background information, etc., as the focus.
Social Behavior (B). Activities in which social behavior, aEtitudes,
etc., are the focus.
Learner Moves Level--describes sEudent.behavior when Content-PE has been
coded on the second (Content) level of an interval.
Engaged Motor Respoh.ding (M) . Student is performing a skill.
Engaged, Indirbct Participation (I). Student is in an activity but
not directly irrvolved with the immediaEe action (includes assisti-ng
oEhers in skil1 practice, such as sPotting, setting up EarBets'
retrieving bal1s, eEc. ) .
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Learner Moves Level (continued)
Engaged Cognitive (C). CogniEive involvement related to instruction,
such as listening, questioning, verbal responding, or thinking about
t.he activity.
Not Engaged, Interim (NI). Any noil-instructional act.ivit.y rhat is
part of the P;8. activit.y. Changing-sides of the neE and times out
between points is not engaged, interim.
Nor EnPaged, Waiting (NW).'Tihe during acEivity when studenE is
waiting for help or wait.ing to participate again. Being a substitute
in a game is not engaged, waiting.
Not. Engaged, Off-Task (NO). Student is inappropriaEely disengaged
from Ehe lesson.
Difficultv Level--describes the student level 0f success.
Easv (E). Few errors are made and student performs appropriately
with little effort, experiencing success frequently.
Medium (M). Any performance that. is other than easy or hard.
Hard (H)。  Many errors are made, and student appears to be unable to
perform appropriately, experiencing success infrequenEly.
lcitud from Siedentop, Birdwell, and Metzler (Lg7g), pp. 10-12).
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